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A measurement is made of the top quark pair production cross section through the
decay channel tt¯→ µνµ+ jets, carried out using the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located at CERN in Geneva, Switzer-
land. The top quark pair events were produced in proton-proton collisions at a center-
of-mass energy of 8 TeV. To facilitate the detection of tt¯ events, jets produced from
bottom quarks, which are decay products of the top quarks, are identified using elec-
trons with low transverse momentum with respect to the beam axis (soft electrons).
The dominant background, W + jets production, is estimated using the preferential
production of W+ over W− at the LHC. Techniques to measure or estimate the re-
maining backgrounds, and the identification efficiency of the soft electron technique
are also discussed. The final result of this study is
σtt¯ = 228.9± 4.8 (stat) +27.7−27.8 (syst.)± 10.1 (lumi) pb.
iii
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1Chapter 1
Physics of the Standard Model
1.1 The Standard Model
Particle physics is the study of the fundamental particles of the Universe and their
interactions. While interactions have been studied for centuries, the investigation of
particles is relatively new, dating to the early 20th century. Quantum field theory,
also developed in the 20th century, recognized that forces could be explained through
the use of particles as force carriers. The observations of particles, and how their
interactions work, has led to a collection of theories known as the Standard Model.
This collection of theories has been tested many times, and has been found to quite
accurately describe the matter that we see, the interactions they experience, and has
made additional predictions which have also proved fruitful [1]. This chapter will
describe the Standard Model, and will end with the description of its most massive
known quark to date, the top quark.
21.1.1 Fundamental Particles
The fundamental particles of matter can be grouped into three generations (Tab. 1.1).
The three generations are divided into quarks and leptons. Quarks can experience
all three interactions of the Standard Model (strong, electromagnetic, weak), while
charged leptons (e, µ, τ) only experience the electromagnetic and weak interactions.
Neutrinos, being neutral, only experience the weak interaction. All the particles
in Table 1.1 are fermions, and thus have half-integer spin. The term fundamental
implies these particles are not known to have substructure. Thus, these particles are
the elementary building blocks of matter.
Table 1.1: The fundamental particles of matter within the Standard Model.
1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation Charge (e)
Quarks
up (u) charm (c) top (t) +2/3
down (d) strange (s) bottom (b) -1/3
Leptons
electron (e) muon (µ) tau (τ) -1
e neutrino (νe) µ neutrino (νµ) τ neutrino (ντ ) 0
The first generation makes up the visible matter in the Universe. The up and
down quarks are the valence quarks for the proton and neutron. These form the
nuclei of elemental atoms, with electrons occupying orbital shells outside the nucleus.
The other quarks may also form bound states similar to the proton and neutron. A
particle containing three bound quarks is called a baryon. The proton and neutron are
examples of baryons in nature. Two-quark bound states may also be formed, which
are called mesons. Mesons are integer-spin particles and obey Bose-Einstein statistics.
Collectively, baryons and mesons are called hadrons. Despite the non-integer charge
of quarks, all observed hadrons have integer charge.
Interactions between the fundamental particles occur through the exchange of
gauge bosons (Tab. 1.2). All force carriers are bosons, which means they have integer
3spin. The two most familiar forces in the list are the electromagnetic force and
gravity. The electromagnetic force is mediated by the neutral and massless photon.
The neutrality and masslessness of the photon implies that the electromagnetic force
has infinite range.
Table 1.2: The gauge bosons of the Standard Model [2].
Force Boson Mass (GeV) Relative Strength
Strong gluon (g) 0 1
Electromagnetic photon (γ) 0 10−2
Weak W±, Z0 80.4, 91.2 10−6
Gravity graviton (G) 0 10−30
The force carrier for the strong force is the gluon. Strong force interactions only
occur for particles with color charge, an innate property of quarks that is analogous to
electric charge, but comes in three values (red, blue, green) and their opposites (anti-
red, anti-blue, anti-green). Thus, the strong force is responsible for the formation of
hadrons, which only exist in color-neutral states, also known as white states. This
explains why hadrons have integer charge, since they must have three quarks with
three different colors (similarly for anti-quarks with anti-colors), or a quark-antiquark
pair with color and anti-color. This means baryons must have electric charge of
0,±1e,±2e, while mesons must have electric charge of 0,±1e. The gluon is massless,
but is not color-neutral, implying the strong force is a short range force. Another
unique result of the gluon color charge is the related concepts of asymptotic freedom
and quark confinement [3]. The coupling constant of the strong force decreases with
energy and increases with distance, leading to the requirement of nature that quarks
must be bound. Bare quarks have never been observed in nature.
The weak force is mediated by two massive bosons called the W and Z. The W has
electric charge, while the Z is neutral. The weak force is responsible for both nuclear
4β decay and neutrino interactions with matter. Due to the large mass of both weak
bosons, the weak force is incredibly short range and very weak.
The Standard Model describes the interactions of the strong, electromagnetic, and
weak forces. Gravity, lacking an acceptable quantum description, is not included and
is not discussed here further. Though the Standard Model describes multiple theories,
it is not a unified theory, since not all interactions are governed by a single force or
single set of equations. While there is ongoing work to create such a theory that
withstands experimental tests, the Standard Model has shown to be self-consistent
and very robust when compared to observation [1].
1.1.2 Mathematical Formulation
The Standard Model is a quantum field theory, in which every particle is described
by a field ψ in four-dimensional space-time. The kinematics of particles, and any
interactions between them, are represented by Lagrangian density functions, L (often
just called the Lagrangian). Such functions are formed by enforcing a postulated
set of symmetries that must be obeyed for a given field. Equations of state for the
Lagrangian are found using the Euler-Lagrange equation:
∂
∂xµ
(
∂L
∂(∂ψ/∂xµ)
)
− ∂L
∂ψ
= 0. (1.1)
An example of Equation (1.1) in practice is using the free Dirac field,
L = iψγµ∂µψ −mψψ, (1.2)
5to derive the free Dirac equation,
(iγµ∂
µ −m)ψ = 0, (1.3)
which describes the motion of a free fermion. Solving Equation (1.3) gives the four
Dirac spinors, four-component vectors that describe spin-up and spin-down particles
and antiparticles.
A fundamental postulate of the Standard Model is that the dynamics and inter-
actions of particles must be invariant under local gauge transformations. The general
form of such a transformation on a field ψ is of the form
ψ(x)→ U(x)ψ(x) ≡ eiαa(x)Taψ(x), (1.4)
where U is an arbitrary n × n matrix shown parametrized in its general form. Ta
are a complete set of linearly independent, unitary n × n matrices, known as the
generators of the group. Additionally, αa are the group parameters, which are physi-
cally interpreted as the coupling strengths. A summation over the suffix a is implied.
When requiring local gauge invariance, additional fields need to be introduced which
describe particles mediating the interactions.
An example of such a concept is introducing local gauge invariance to quantum
electrodynamics (QED), which is the quantum field description of the electromagnetic
interaction. QED has U(1) group symmetry, which reduces Equation (1.4) to
ψ(x)→ eiα(x)ψ(x).
However, the Lagrangian given in Equation (1.2) is not invariant under this trans-
formation since the derivative term will now include an additional derivative on the
6local gauge,
∂µψ → eiα(x)∂µψ + ieiα(x)ψ ∂µα.
To account for this, the covariant derivative, ∂µ, must be modified so it transforms
covariantly under gauge transformations:
Dµψ → eiα(x)Dµψ.
The modified derivative, Dµ, takes the form
Dµ ≡ ∂µ − ieAµ, (1.5)
with Aµ being a vector field which transforms as
Aµ → Aµ + 1
e
∂µα
to cancel out the unwanted term in the gauge transformation of the Lagrangian.
Introducing the modified covariant derivative to Equation (1.2) gives
L = ψ (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ + eψγµψAµ, (1.6)
which is now invariant under local gauge transformation. A natural result of the
invariance requirement is an interaction of a Dirac particle with charge −e with the
vector field Aµ (the second term of Equation (1.6)), which is the same interaction
an electron experiences with a photon field. Thus, the requirement of local gauge
invariance for a system with U(1) group symmetry necessitates the QED interaction.
A kinetic energy term for the photon field may be introduced into the Lagrangian
7using the electromagnetic field tensor,
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (1.7)
which is local gauge invariant, and results in a kinetic energy term of
LKin = −1
4
FµνF
µν .
Note that an attempt to include a mass term for the photon field of the form
Lmass = 1
2
mAµA
µ
would break the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian, implying that the photon field
must be massless. This is in agreement with expectations from relativity, since the
photon field moves at the speed of light.
Further interesting results can be seen when requiring quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD), the quantum description of the strong force, must also be locally gauge
invariant. The theory of QCD is described by the SU(3)C symmetry group, where
C denotes the three possible color charges. This causes the Ta in Equation (1.4) to
become 3× 3 matrices, and for the summation over a to run from a = 1, . . . , 8. The
QCD symmetry group is also non-Abelian because the commutation relationships for
the Ta matrices is given as
[Ta, Tb] = ifabcTc, (1.8)
with fabc being the structure constants of the group.
Because the free Lagrangian for quarks will have a similar form to that given
in Equation (1.2), enforcing the requirement of local gauge invariance will lead to
8a similar mishap that occurred for QED. Following a similar path to the one given
above requires the introduction of eight gauge fields, Gaµ which must transform as
Gaµ → Gaµ −
1
g
∂µαa − fabcαbGcµ, (1.9)
taking Equation (1.8) into account. Redefining the covariant derivative as
Dµ = ∂µ + igTaG
a
µ
gives
L = q(iγµ∂µ −m)q − g(qγµTaq)Gaµ −
1
4
GaµνG
µν
a , (1.10)
with
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ − gfabcGbµGcν . (1.11)
The final term of Equation (1.11) introduces the interesting property of self-interactions
among the eight gauge bosons of QCD, which are the gluons. This implies that glu-
ons must also have color charge as a direct result of the non-Abelian nature of the
symmetry group.
A major hallmark of the Standard Model is the unification of the electromagnetic
and weak interactions into a single theory, the electroweak interaction, by Weinberg
[4] and Salam [5]. The weak interaction is a parity-violating interaction with two
charged and one neutral mediating bosons. The two charged currents have the form
(using the first generation of leptons)
J+µ = ν¯γµ
1
2
(1− γ5)e = νLγµeL,
J−µ = e¯γµ
1
2
(1− γ5)ν = e¯LγµνL.
(1.12)
9If the doublet
χL =
 ν
e−
 (1.13)
is introduced along with the traditional “step-up” and “step-down” operators of
SU(2) groups, τ± = 12(τ1 ± iτ2), Equation (1.12) can be rewritten as
J±µ = χ¯Lγµτ±χL, (1.14)
with τ1,2,3 being the Pauli matrices. This suggests a possible SU(2)L symmetry, with
the L subscript denoting coupling only with left-handed fermions. Thus, there is a
“weak isospin” triplet of weak currents, written as
J iµ = χ¯Lγµ
1
2
τiχL, (1.15)
with i = 1, 2, 3. Each of these currents is associated with a field W iµ related to the
observed charged fields by
W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ). (1.16)
A Feynman diagram for such a current is shown in Figure 1.1.
The remaining field W 3µ represents a neutral weak current. However, it cannot
be attributed to the known Z0 boson since Z interactions contain a component of
right-handed interactions. Another neutral current which has both right-handed and
left-handed components is the electromagnetic interaction. In an attempt to save the
SU(2)L symmetry found above, the Z boson and the photon are used to form two
orthogonal fields which have definite transformation properties under SU(2)L. These
10
e−
νe
W−
Figure 1.1: Leading order Feynman diagram for the weak charged current.
fields have the form
Aµ = W
3
µ sin θW +Bµ cos θW ,
Zµ = W
3
µ cos θW −Bµ sin θW ,
(1.17)
with θW being the Weinberg angle, which must be determined experimentally. The
field W 3µ is the neutral field that is part of the weak isospin triplet. The newly
introduced field Bµ corresponds to the weak hypercharge current, with hypercharge
(Y ) defined as
Q = T 3 +
Y
2
, (1.18)
where Q is the electric charge of the fermion, and T 3 is the “z-component” of the weak
isospin. The hypercharge field, similarly to the photon field, has U(1)Y symmetry.
So, the electroweak interaction has SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry. The Lagrangian for
the electroweak interaction is given by
LEW = χ¯Lγµ
(
i∂µ − g1
2
τ ·Wµ − g′Y
2
Bµ
)
χL + χ¯Rγ
µ
(
i∂µ − g′Y
2
Bµ
)
χR, (1.19)
with χL,R being the left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets. The coupling
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constants g and g′ for the respective Wµ and Bµ fields are related by
g sin θW = g
′ cos θW = e, (1.20)
with e being the absolute value of the electric charge of an electron.
The resulting electroweak symmetry forms left-handed SU(2) doublets exactly
given by the quark and lepton generations of the Standard Model (Tab. 1.1). Right-
handed singlets are also formed from the individual particles (excluding neutrinos,
which are only left-handed [6]), and do not transform under SU(2). An interesting
feature of the Standard Model is the weak isospin quark doublets do not exactly
correspond to the strong eigenstates. The symmetry of the electroweak interaction
implies that flavor-changing currents only work within generations. However, quark
decays between generations are observed. This implies that the weak quark doublet
states must be somehow represented as superpositions of the strong eigenstates. If
the quark doublets are written as
 u
d˜
 ,
 c
s˜
 ,
 t
b˜
 , (1.21)
then the weak states d˜, s˜, b˜ correspond to the strong eigenstates by

d˜
s˜
b˜
 =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb


d
s
b
 . (1.22)
This is the CKM matrix, developed by Cabibbo [7], and Kobayashi and Maskawa [8].
It is a unitary matrix with a complex phase, allowing for CP violation in the Standard
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Model. Magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements are determined experimentally, and
indicate that weak flavor transitions within generations (diagonal terms) are favored,
while transitions across generations (off-diagonal terms) are suppressed.
An additional component needs to be included in the Standard Model Lagrangian
to incorporate the mass of the W± and Z0 bosons, as well as the fermions. Simply in-
troducing mass breaks the coveted local gauge invariance of the theory. To circumvent
this problem, the Higgs mechanism [9] is used to introduce mass through the process
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The Higgs mechanism starts by introducing a
scalar field φ which interacts with the electroweak fields, represented by
LH =
∣∣∣∣(i∂µ − g12τ ·Wµ − g′Y2 Bµ
)
φ
∣∣∣∣2 − V (φ), (1.23)
where V (φ) is the Higgs potential
V (φ) = µ2φ†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2. (1.24)
The field φ is described by a complex isopsin doublet
φ =
 φ+
φ0
 = 1√
2
 φ1 + iφ2
φ3 + iφ4
 . (1.25)
For µ2 < 0 and λ > 0, the Higgs potential of Equation (1.24) has a local maximum
at φ = 0 and local minima at
1
2
(φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
3 + φ
2
4) = −
µ2
2λ
≡ v
2
2
. (1.26)
To introduce mass in a way that preserves local gauge invariance, the symmetry of
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the Higgs potential must be broken by choosing a particular minimum:
φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0, φ3 = v,
resulting in
φ0 =
1√
2
 0
v
 . (1.27)
Applying Equation (1.27) to the relevant terms of Equation (1.23), and using Equa-
tions (1.16), (1.17), and (1.20), gives
∣∣∣∣(−ig12τ ·Wµ − ig′2 Bµ
)
φ
∣∣∣∣2 = (12vg
)2
W+µ W
−µ+
1
2
(
1
2
v
√
g2 + g′2
)2
ZµZ
µ+0AµA
µ.
(1.28)
From this, MW =
1
2
vg, MZ =
1
2
v
√
g2 + g′2, and MA = 0. The massless photon is a
direct result of the choice of the Higgs potential minimum.
The Higgs field can also be used to generate masses for the quarks and charged lep-
tons through Yukawa interactions between the scalar Higgs field (φ) and the particle
field (ψ). This has the form of
LY = −GY ψ¯φψ. (1.29)
The factor GY is the Yukawa coupling of the particle field to the scalar field. Per-
forming the calculation similar to that of Equation (1.23) gives GY ∝ mψ, or the
strength of the particle coupling to the Higgs field is proportional to the particle
mass. With the top quark being the most massive known elementary particle, this
means the study of the top quark has major indirect importance to the study of the
Higgs sector.
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1.1.3 Precision Tests of the Standard Model
The Standard Model can be used to predict the values of many physical quantities.
Some of these quantities may be calculated directly, such as the masses and decay
widths of the weak bosons. Many of these quantities, however, are calculated through
their effects on radiative corrections to the theory. These quantities include the top
quark and Higgs boson masses, as well as many other quantities outside the scope
of this thesis. These predictions can be tested against experimental measurements
to determine the quality of the Standard Model as a theory to describe direct obser-
vation. Figure 1.2 shows the comparison of the theoretical to actual values using a
quantity called the pull, which is the difference between the measured and theoret-
ical fit values, divided by the measured uncertainty. There is very good agreement
between theory and observation, with many theoretical calculations agreeing with
experimental measurements within one standard deviation. Quantities with discrep-
ancies beyond one standard deviation point to potential deficiencies in the Standard
Model, and possible new physics. However, none of the discrepancies reach the level
of three standard deviations required for evidence.
1.2 The Top Quark
The study of the top quark is relatively new. Its existence was first theorized by
Kobayashi and Maskawa [8] in 1973, and was first observed by the CDF [10] and D0
[11] experiments at the Tevatron at Fermilab in 1995. The study of the top quark
has become important because it provides a window to possible new physics. The top
quark provides an indirect method for constraining theoretical models (such as the
Higgs boson mass), a direct method for searching for new particles using top quark
resonances, and is an irreducible background for many new physics searches. It is
15
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of the theoretical predictions of the Standard Model to ex-
perimental observation [1].
necessary to further study top quark physics at the LHC to aid in the study of new
physics. This section will discuss the properties of the top quark, its production, and
its physics signatures through decay.
1.2.1 Properties of the Top Quark
Table 1.3 shows the currently known properties of the top quark. The top quark mass
is measured at the 0.6% level, and is by far the most precisely measured quark mass.
The quick decay time implies that top quarks will decay before the hadronization
process occurs.
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Table 1.3: Properties of the top quark (t) [2].
Property Value
Mass 173.5± 0.6 (stat.) ±0.8 (syst.) GeV
Width 2.0 + 0.7− 0.6 GeV
Charge +2
3
e
|Vtd| (8.4± 0.6)× 10−3
|Vts| (42.9± 2.6)× 10−3
|Vtb| 0.89± 0.07
1.2.2 tt¯ Production
At hadron colliders, like the LHC, top quark pair production occurs predominantly via
the strong interaction. The leading order (LO) processes are gluon fusion and quark-
antiquark annihilation (Fig. 1.3). Since the LHC collides protons, the antiquarks will
come from the sea quarks of the proton. Electroweak interactions may also produce
tt¯ pairs, but these contributions will be negligible compared to the strong processes
at the LHC.
The theoretical calculation for the tt¯ production cross section (Tab. 1.4) may
be done using the parton model, in which each proton contains quasi-free partons
that share the proton longitudinal momentum pA. So, parton i with longitudinal
momentum pi carries the fraction xi = pi/pA. Using the factorization theorem [12],
which allows the cross section calculation to be performed using perturbation theory,
the production cross section may be written as [13]
σ(pp→ tt¯) =
∑
i,j
∫
dxi dxjfi,p(xi, µ
2)fj,p(xj, µ
2) · σˆij(ij → tt¯; sˆ, µ2). (1.30)
The parton distribution functions fi,p represent the probability density for finding
a parton i inside the proton carrying longitudinal momentum fraction xi. The par-
ton distribution functions and the parton-parton cross section σˆij depends on the
17
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Figure 1.3: Leading order Feynman diagrams for tt¯ production, showing quark-
antiquark annihilation (top left) and gluon-gluon fusion (top right and bottom).
factorization and renormalization scale µ, an unphysical quantity which allows the
calculation of the cross section to finite order. For calculating the production of heavy
quark pairs, µ is typically set to mt, the largest quark mass. Cross section predic-
tions are generally calculated to finite order, which means the resulting calculation is
dependent on the choice of µ. The effect of this dependence is tested by varying the
parameter µ→ 2µ, µ/2 and reperforming the calculation.
The parton-parton cross section σˆ can be calculated using perturbative QCD. The
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differential cross section for the gluon fusion process is
dσˆ
dtˆ
(g1g2 → tt¯) = piα
2
s
8sˆ2
[
6(m2t − tˆ)(m2t − uˆ)
sˆ2
− m
2
t (sˆ
2 − 4m2t )
3(m2t − tˆ)(m2t − uˆ)
+
4
3
(m2t − tˆ)(m2t − uˆ)− 2m2t (m2t + tˆ)
(m2t − tˆ)2
+
4
3
(m2t − tˆ)(m2t − uˆ)− 2m2t (m2t + uˆ)
(m2t − uˆ)2
−3(m
2
t − tˆ)(m2t − uˆ)−m2t (uˆ− tˆ)
sˆ(m2t − tˆ)2
−3(m
2
t − tˆ)(m2t − uˆ)−m2t (tˆ− uˆ)
sˆ(m2t − uˆ)2
]
,
(1.31)
where sˆ, tˆ, uˆ are the traditional invariant Mandelstam variables. The differential cross
section for the quark-antiquark annihilation process is
dσˆ
dtˆ
(qq¯ → tt¯) = 4piα
2
s
9sˆ4
[(m2t − tˆ)2 + (m2t − uˆ)2 + 2m2t sˆ]. (1.32)
At energies near the top pair kinematic threshold, s = 4M2top, the qq¯ annihilation
mechanism becomes the dominant source when the incident quarks are the valence
quarks. At the Tevatron, a pp¯ collider located at FNAL in Batavia, IL, 80-90% of
the tt¯ production was due to qq¯ annihilation. At energies much higher than the
kinematic threshold, the gluon-gluon fusion process dominates for both pp¯ and pp
collisions. Therefore, the gluon fusion process is the predominant source of top quark
pairs at the LHC, a pp collider [13].
1.2.3 Top Quark Decay
In the Standard Model, the top quark decays predominantly by t→ W+b, with weak
decays to the s and d quarks being CKM-suppressed by factors of |Vts|2 and |Vtd|2.
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Table 1.4: Approximate NNLO tt¯ production cross section versus center of mass
energy for pp collisions, with scale and pdf uncertainties [14].
Energy σ± (scale) ± (pdf) (pb)
7 TeV 163+7−5 ± 9
8 TeV 234+10−7 ± 12
14 TeV 920+50+33−39−35
The top quark decay width, including first order QCD corrections, is given by [13]
Γt =
GFm
3
t
8pi
√
2
|Vtb|2
(
1− m
2
W
m2t
)2(
1 + 2
m2W
m2t
)2(
1− 2αs
3pi
f(y)
)
, (1.33)
with y = (mW/mt)
2 and f(y) = 2pi2/3 − 2.5 − 3y + 4.5y2 − 3y2 ln y. Using the
world averages for all masses and constants gives Γt = 1.76 GeV, which corresponds
to τt ≈ 5 × 10−25 s. The extremely short decay time of the top quark means the
decay occurs before hadronization can take place. Thus, the top quark has never
been observed in a bound state. This is one reason why the top quark mass can be
measured with good precision.
For top quark pairs, the decay tt¯→ W+W−bb¯ is the predominant decay channel,
due to the relative size of |Vtb| to |Vts,d|. The W boson will decay leptonically approx-
imately one-third of the time and hadronically the remaining two-thirds (Figure 1.4).
This leads to three distinct categories of tt¯ events.
• All hadronic (≈ 45 %): both W bosons decay hadronically, producing all jets in
the final state. This state provides all the kinematic information of the tt¯ pair,
but has a large background, and is heavily dependent on the quality of the jet
reconstruction and energy measurement.
• Semileptonic (≈ 44 %): one W boson decays to a lepton (e, µ, τ) and a neu-
trino, while the other decays hadronically. This state provides nearly as much
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W−
νe, q
′
e−, q
Figure 1.4: Leading order Feynman diagram for W boson decay.
statistics as the all hadronic channel, but loses kinematic information due to
the neutrino from the W decay. Reconstruction of the τ channel can also be
difficult, since it decays hadronically most of the time, and mimics the e and µ
channels when it decays leptonically.
• Dileptonic (≈ 11 %): both W bosons decay to leptons. This state has the least
statistics compared to the others, and has two neutrinos in the final state, but
has the highest purity compared to the higher statistics channels.
This thesis describes the search for top pair events using the semileptonic channel,
specifically where the lepton in the event is a muon (Fig. 1.5). Approximately 14
% of tt¯ events decay in this manner. This particular channel was chosen due to the
larger available statistics, the better quality of the muon reconstruction (Section 3.3),
and the reduced Drell-Yan background, compared to the e+ jets channel, when a soft
electron within a jet is required (See Section 3.5 for definition and discussion of jets).
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Figure 1.5: Example leading order Feynman diagram for tt¯→ µ−ν¯µbb¯q1q¯2.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [15] is a two-ring superconducting hadron accel-
erator and collider installed within a tunnel 26.7 km in circumference at CERN,
located in Geneva, Switzerland (Fig. 2.1). It is designed to collide protons with
a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, with an instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2
s−1. As of the time of this writing, the center-of-mass energy for proton collisions is
8 TeV with an instantaneous luminosity of 8×1033 cm−2 s−1. The accelerator also
accommodates collisions with lead ions. The LHC has two rings to accommodate two
counter-circulating beams of hadrons. Due to space limitations, the two rings are
coupled by 1,232 two-in-one dipole magnets (Fig. 2.2) within the same cryostat [15].
The rings cross at four locations, which are the collision points for the four exper-
iments at the LHC: CMS, ATLAS, ALICE, and LHCb (Fig. 2.3). CMS and ATLAS
are general purpose experiments while ALICE and LHCb are specialized experiments
studying heavy ion collisions and bottom physics, respectively. To achieve full colli-
sion energy, protons are accelerated to 25 GeV within the Proton Synchrotron (PS).
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Chapter 12
Injection chain
12.1 Introduction
The LHC will be supplied with protons from the injector chain Linac2 — Proton Synchrotron
Booster (PSB) — Proton Synchrotron (PS) — Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), as shown in fig-
ure 12.1. These accelerators were upgraded to meet the very stringent needs of the LHC: many high
intensity proton bunches (2’808 per LHC ring) with small transverse and well defined longitudinal
emittances.
The main challenges for the PS complex are (i) the unprecedented transverse beam brightness
(intensity/emittance), almost twice that which the PS produced in the past and (ii) the production
of a bunch train with the LHC spacing of 25 ns before extraction from the PS (25 GeV).
Initially, a scheme requiring new Radio Frequency (RF) harmonics of h = 1, 2 in the PSB and
h = 8,16, 84 in the PS, an increase of energy from 1 to 1.4 GeV in the PSB, and two-batch filling
of the PS was proposed. After a partial test of this scheme in 1993, a project to convert the PS
complex for LHC operation was started in 1995 and completed in 2000 [62]. The major parts of
Figure 12.1: The LHC injector complex.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the LHC accelerator complex.
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of cryodipole (lengths in mm).
an important operation for the geometry and the alignment of the magnet, which is critical for the
performance of the magnets in view of the large beam energy and small bore of the beam pipe.
The core of the cryodipole is the “dipole cold mass”, which contains all the components cooled
by superfluid helium. Referring to figure 3.3, the dipole cold mass is the part inside the shrinking
cylinder/He II vessel. The dipole cold mass provides two apertures for the cold bore tubes (i.e. the
tubes where the proton beams will circulate) and is operated at 1.9 K in superfluid helium. It has an
overall length of about 16.5 m (ancillaries included), a diameter of 570 mm (at room temperature),
and a mass of about 27.5 t. The cold mass is curved in the horizontal plane with an apical angle of
5.1 mrad, corresponding to a radius of curvature of about 2’812 m at 293 K, so as to closely match
the trajectory of the particles. The main parameters of the dipole magnets are given in table 3.4.
The successful operation of LHC requires that the main dipole magnets have practically iden-
tical characteristics. The relative variations of the integrated field and the field shape imperfections
must not exceed ⇠10 4, and their reproducibility must be better than 10 4after magnet testing and
during magnet operation. The reproducibility of the integrated field strength requires close control
of coil diameter and length, of the stacking factor of the laminated magnetic yokes, and possibly
fine-tuning of the length ratio between the magnetic and non-magnetic parts of the yoke. The struc-
tural stability of the cold mass assembly is achieved by using very rigid collars, and by opposing
the electromagnetic forces acting at the interfaces between the collared coils and the magnetic yoke
with the forces set up by the shrinking cylinder. A pre-stress between coils and retaining structure
– 23 –
Figure 2.2: The cross-sectional view of an LHC dipole magnet.
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Then, they are injected into the Super Proton Synchrotron and accelerated up to
450 GeV, at which point the beams are injected into the LHC rings to achieve the
operating center-of-mass energy.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of the LHC (Beam 1- clockwise, Beam 2 — anticlockwise).
systems. The insertion at Point 4 contains two RF systems: one independent system for each LHC
beam. The straight section at Point 6 contains the beam dump insertion, where the two beams are
vertically extracted from the machine using a combination of horizontally deflecting fast-pulsed
(’kicker’) magnets and vertically-deflecting double steel septum magnets. Each beam features an
independent abort system. The LHC lattice has evolved over several versions. A summary of the
different LHC lattice versions up to version 6.4 is given in ref. [20].
The arcs of LHC lattice version 6.4 are made of 23 regular arc cells. The arc cells are 106.9 m
long and are made out of two 53.45 m long half cells, each of which contains one 5.355 m long
cold mass (6.63 m long cryostat), a short straight section (SSS) assembly, and three 14.3 m long
dipole magnets. The LHC arc cell has been optimized for a maximum integrated dipole field along
the arc with a minimum number of magnet interconnections and with the smallest possible beam
envelopes. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic layout of one LHC half-cell.
– 8 –
Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the LHC accelerator complex with LHC experiments.
The goal of the LHC is to examine physics which lies beyond the Standard Model
by supplying collisions at energies much larger than previously obtained at other
accelerators. The number of events per second for a given interaction produced at
the collider is given by
Nevent = Lσevent, (2.1)
where σevent is the cross section for the interaction under study, and L is the instan-
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taneous luminosity of collisions, given by
L =
N2b nbfrevγr
4pinβ∗
F, (2.2)
with Nb being the number of particles per bunch, nb the number of bunches per beam,
frev the revolution frequency, γr the relativistic gamma factor, n the normalized
transverse beam emittance, β∗ the size of the beam envelope, and F the geometric
reduction factor due to the crossing angle of the bunches at the interaction point:
F =
(
1 +
(
θcσz
2σ∗
)2)−1/2
(2.3)
with θc being the crossing angle, σz the RMS bunch length, and σ
∗ the transverse
RMS beam size.
The goal of the LHC is to maximize the luminosity available for the general pur-
pose experiments, CMS and ATLAS. To do this, the LHC has focused on having a
large Nb and frev (often represented using the time between bunch crossings), while
reducing n and β
∗. The major challenges to this are the ability to handle beam-
beam interactions during bunch crossings, the mechanical aperture of the LHC arcs,
the maximally produceable dipole field before quenching, the ability to handle both
the beam energy and heat load should the beam need to be dumped, electromag-
netic interactions within the beam, and the turnaround time needed to produce new
bunches [15]. This has led to the need to reduce some operating parameters away
from design to meet more realistic goals. Table 2.1 shows the values of the operating
parameters listed above during a period of 2012 data taking versus design values.
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Table 2.1: LHC operating parameters during a period of 2012 data taking compared
to LHC design parameters [16].
Parameter 2012 Design
Nb 1.48×1011 1.15×1011
Time between bunches 50 ns 25 ns
n 2.6 µm 3.75 µm
β∗ 0.6 m 0.55 m
2.2 The CMS Detector
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [17] is a multi-purpose detector located at the
LHC (Fig. 2.4). The primary goal of CMS is to perform discovery searches, notably
for the Higgs boson. Located 100 meters underground near the French village of
Cessy, CMS is assembled from components produced and tested by scientists all over
the globe. At LHC design energies of 14 TeV, the total proton-proton cross section
is expected to be 100 mb. Given the design luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1, this leads
to an event rate of approximately 109 inelastic events per second. Additionally, 20
inelastic pileup collisions, secondary pp interactions within the same bunch crossing,
will be superimposed on top of the event of interest, leading to the production of
approximately 1000 charged particles from the interaction region at each collision.
This requires a detector which can detect individual particles with great resolution and
precision at a very rapid pace. The large amount of radiation from each interaction
also requires the use of radiation-hard materials and electronics.
The CMS experiment is designed with the following principles in mind to meet
the analysis goals of the LHC.
• Good muon reconstruction, with particle identification and momentum resolu-
tion over a wide geometric and kinematic range, good dimuon mass resolution
(≈ 1% at 100 GeV), and ability to determine the muon charge with p < 1 TeV.
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• Good charged-particle momentum resolution and track reconstruction efficiency.
Efficient tagging and triggering of b jets and taus, requiring the use of a fine
grained pixel detector near the interaction region.
• Good electromagnetic energy resolution, good diphoton and dielectron mass
resolution (≈ 1% at 100 GeV), with wide geometric coverage, rejection of neutral
pions, and efficient isolation at high luminosities for electromagnetic particles.
• Good missing transverse energy (/ET ) and dijet mass resolution, using hadron
calorimeters with large geometric coverage and fine lateral segmentation.
The CMS detector design, discussed in the subsequent sections, meets these demands
through the use of a high magnetic field solenoid, a fully silicon-based tracking system,
and a homogenous crystal-based electromagnetic calorimeter.
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z
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Figure 1.1: A perspective view of the CMS detector.
to measure precisely the momentum of high-energy charged particles. This forces a choice of
superconducting technology for the magnets.
The overall layout of CMS [1] is shown in figure 1.1. At the heart of CMS sits a 13-m-
long, 6-m-inner-diameter, 4-T superconducting solenoid providing a large bending power (12 Tm)
before the muon bending angle is measured by the muon system. The return field is large enough
to saturate 1.5 m of iron, allowing 4 muon stations to be integrated to ensure robustness and full
geometric coverage. Each muon station consists of several layers of aluminium drift tubes (DT)
in the barrel region and cathode strip chambers (CSC) in the endcap region, complemented by
resistive plate chambers (RPC).
The bore of the magnet coil is large enough to accommodate the inner tracker and the
calorimetry inside. The tracking volume is given by a cylinder of 5.8-m length and 2.6-m di-
ameter. In order to deal with high track multiplicities, CMS employs 10 layers of silicon microstrip
detectors, which provide the required granularity and precision. In addition, 3 layers of silicon
pixel detectors are placed close to the interaction region to improve the measurement of the impact
parameter of charged-particle tracks, as well as the position of secondary vertices. The expected
muon momentum resolution using only the muon system, using only the inner tracker, and using
both sub-detectors is shown in figure 1.2.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) uses lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals with cov-
erage in pseudorapidity up to |h | < 3.0. The scintillation light is detected by silicon avalanche
photodiodes (APDs) in the barrel region and vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) in the endcap region. A
preshower system is installed in front of the endcap ECAL for p0 rejection. The energy resolution
– 3 –
Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the CMS detector.
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CMS has adopted a coordinate system with the origin centered at the nominal
collision point, the y-axis pointing vertically upward, the x-axis pointing radially
inward toward the LHC center, and the z-axis pointing along the beam direction
from LHC Point 5 toward the Jura mountains. The azimuthal angle (φ) is measured
from the x-axis in the x− y plane. The radial coordinate in this plane is denoted as
r. The polar angle (θ) is measured from the z-axis. A quantity related to the polar
angle, called the pseudorapidity (η), is defined as
η = − ln(tan(θ/2)). (2.4)
Values of η relative to the detector are shown in Figure 2.5. From this, the momentum
(pT ) and energy transverse (ET ) to the beam direction are computed from x and y
components. The quantity (/ET ) measures the imbalance in energy measured in the
transverse plane, hypothetically due to neutral, non-interacting particles, by vectori-
ally summing the component of energy from reconstructed objects which is transverse
to the beam axis and multiplying by a minus sign. This is so the vector points in
the opposite direction of the total reconstructed transverse energy, representing any
particle produced in the event which was not reconstructed. Since there is no activity
from the incident particles that is transverse to the beam, (/ET ) should ideally be zero,
requiring a transverse energy balance.
2.2.1 The Superconducting Solenoid
The solenoid for CMS has been designed to produce a uniform magnetic field of 4 T,
though it is limited to 3.8 T during operation to prolong its lifetime. The dimensions
of the solenoid are 6 m in diameter and 12.5 m in length, with a full-current stored
energy of 2.6 GJ. The magnetic flux is returned through a 10,000 metric ton yoke
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comprised of 5 wheels and 2 endcaps, which themselves contain three disks each. The
cold mass of the solenoid alone is 220 metric tons in mass, containing four winding
layers of a stabilized NbTi conductor. The use of four windings are unique to CMS
when compared to magnets used at previous experiments, which use only one winding.
The greater number of windings are required to produce such a high magnetic field,
which requires 4.2 × 107 Amperes / turn to produce. As a result of the size and
high field of the magnet, the ratio between the stored energy and the mass is high
(11.6 KJ/kg), causing a large mechanical deformation (0.15 %) while energizing the
solenoid. This is much larger than values obtained by previous experiments.
2.2.2 The Tracking System
The tracking system is designed to meet two important goals: provide a precise
and efficient trajectory measurement for charged particles from LHC collisions, and
provide precise reconstruction of resulting secondary vertices. The tracker surrounds
the interaction region, with a length of 5.8 m and diameter of 2.5 m. There are
estimated to be approximately 1000 particles passing through the detector at design
LHC luminosity, requiring the tracker to have high granularity to provide accurate
trajectories with a fast response time. The high flux of particles also requires the use
of a radiation-hard material. All these requirements lead to the use of silicon as the
basis for the tracking detector.
The tracker is composed of an inner pixel detector and an outer strip detector (Fig.
2.5). The pixel detector (Figure 2.6) is the innermost part of CMS and is nearest to
the interaction region, with three barrel layers at mean radii of 4.4, 7.3, and 10.2 cm,
and two forward disks at z = ±34.5 and z = ±46.5 cm. The barrel cylinder (example
layer Figure 2.7) is 53 cm long, and the forward disks (example half-disk Figure 2.8)
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extend from 6 to 15 cm in radius. There are a total of 66 million pixels (48 million
barrel + 18 million forward) in total covering an area of 1.06 m2 (0.78 m2 barrel
+ 0.28 m2 forward). Each pixel has dimensions of 100 x 150 x 285 µm3, providing
the fine granularity required for precision trajectory and vertex reconstruction. The
pixel detector covers a pseudorapidity range of −2.5 < η < 2.5, with the barrel and
forward components arranged as to provide three tracking points over the most of
the pseudorapidity range to provide maximum measurement precision.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic cross section through the CMS tracker. Each line represents a detector
module. Double lines indicate back-to-back modules which deliver stereo hits.
layers 5 and 6. It provides another 6 r-f measurements with single point resolution of 53µm and
35µm, respectively. The TOB extends in z between ±118cm. Beyond this z range the Tracker
EndCaps (TEC+ and TEC- where the sign indicates the location along the z axis) cover the region
124cm< |z|< 282cm and 22.5cm< |r|< 113.5cm. Each TEC is composed of 9 disks, carrying
up to 7 rings of silicon micro-strip detectors (320µm thick on the inner 4 rings, 500µm thick
on rings 5-7) with radial strips of 97µm to 184µm average pitch. Thus, they provide up to 9 f
measurements per trajectory.
In addition, the modules in the first two layers and rings, respectively, of TIB, TID, and
TOB as well as rings 1, 2, and 5 of the TECs carry a second micro-strip detector module which is
mounted back-to-back with a stereo angle of 100 mrad in order to provide a measurement of the
second co-ordinate (z in the barrel and r on the disks). The achieved single point resolution of this
measurement is 230µm and 530µm in TIB and TOB, respectively, and varies with pitch in TID
and TEC. This tracker layout ensures at least ⇡ 9 hits in the silicon strip tracker in the full range of
|h |< 2.4 with at least⇡ 4 of them being two-dimensional measurements (figure 3.2). The ultimate
acceptance of the tracker ends at |h |⇡ 2.5. The CMS silicon strip tracker has a total of 9.3 million
strips and 198 m2 of active silicon area.
Figure 3.3 shows the material budget of the CMS tracker in units of radiation length. It
increases from 0.4 X0 at h ⇡ 0 to about 1.8 X0 at |h |⇡ 1.4, beyond which it falls to about 1 X0 at
|h |⇡ 2.5.
3.1.3 Expected performance of the CMS tracker
For single muons of transverse momenta of 1, 10 and 100 GeV figure 3.4 shows the expected reso-
lution of transverse momentum, transverse impact parameter and longitudinal impact parameter, as
a function of pseudorapidity [17]. For high momentum tracks (100GeV) the transverse momentum
resolution is around 1 2% up to |h |⇡ 1.6, beyond which it degrades due to the reduced lever arm.
At a transverse momentum of 100GeV multiple scattering in the tracker material accounts for 20 to
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Figure 2.5: A schematic view of the CMS inner tracker, showing both pixel an strip
components.
The strip tracker occupies the radial region of the CMS detector between 20 and
116 cm. It is composed of three subsystems: the tracker inner barrel/disks (TIB/TID,
Figure 2.9), the tracker outer barr l (TOB, FIgure 2.10), and the tracker end caps
(TEC, Figure 2.11). The TIB/TID extend toward 55 cm in radius and is comprised
of 4 barrel layers, and three inner disks located at both ends of the barrel. The
TIB/TID delivers up to 4 measurements in the r − φ plane used to contribute in a
trajectory calculation using 320 µm thick silicon micro-strip sensors parallel to the
beam axis in he barrel, and adia to the beam axis in the disks. I he TIB, the
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Figure 2.6: The CMS pixel detector in its default configuration [18].
Figure 2.7: Example layer of the CMS pixel barrel detector [18].
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Figure 2.8: Example CMS forward pixel half-disk with module [18].
strips in the first two layers have a pitch of 80 µm, while the strips in the subsequent
layers have a pitch of 120 µm. This results in single point resolution of 23 and 35 µm
in the respective layers. The pitch in the TID varies from 100 to 141 µm.
The TOB surrounds the TIB/TID system. It has an outer radius of 116 cm and
has 6 layers comprised of 500 µm tick micro-strip sensors. The pitches of these strips
are 183 µm in the first four layers, and 122 µm in the last two. The additional 6
r− φ measurements provided by the TOB have single point resolution of 53 µm and
35 µm, respectively. Beyond the 236 cm range of the TOB is the TEC, which are 18
total disks split evenly on either side of the barrel, located at 124 cm < |z| < 282 cm
with 22.5 cm < |r| < 113.5 cm. Each TEC disk carries up to 7 rings of micro-strip
detectors oriented radially with respect to the beam pipe, having 97 µm to 184 µm
average pitch. The micro-strips are 320 µm thick in the inner four rings, and 500 µm
thick on the outer rings. The TEC provides up to 9 φ measurements for trajectory.
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Figure 3.24: Schematic drawing of the TIB/TID+ subassembly. This structure and its twin
(TIB/TID-) nest inside the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB), one for each end. Services routed out
from the margherita consist of copper cables for powering and slow controls, optical fibers for
signals and controls and also cooling fluid supply lines made of aluminium tubing.
Two service cylinders are coupled to the ends of TIB± (referring to +z or  z) which end
in a service distribution disk called the margherita (see below). These service cylinders play a
dual role: one is to route out services from the shells to the margherita, the other is to support the
Tracker Inner Disks (TID) which sit inside them. Figure 3.24 shows a schematic drawing of one
half TIB/TID structure together with its corresponding margherita.
The TID± are assemblies of three disks placed in z between ±800mm and ±900mm. The
disks are identical and each one consists of three rings which span the radius from roughly 200mm
to 500 mm. The two innermost rings host back-to-back modules while the outer one hosts single
sided ones. Just like the TIB shells each individual ring can be fully equipped and tested inde-
pendently of the others before final assembly. Together the full TIB/TID guarantee hermetical
coverage up to pseudorapidity h = 2.5.
All mechanical parts like shells, disks and service cylinders are made of high strength low
deformation carbon fiber chosen both for its lightness and its low material budget. The margherita
is instead made of conventional G-10 fiber epoxy with 30µm copper on both sides.
The silicon detector modules are mounted directly on the structure’s shells and rings. Thus,
while a large number of modules has to be integrated and tested at any one time, the approach
chosen allows for far greater precision of assembly. The individual components of a TIB shell,
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Figure 2.9: The Sili on Tracker Inner Barrel and Inner Disk det ctors th service
cylinder (margherita).
2.2.3 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is a detector designed to measure the en-
ergy of particles produced in electromagnetic interactions, specifically electrons and
photons (Fig. 2.12). It is designed to be as hermetic and homogeneous as possible,
and contains 61,200 lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals (Figure 2.13) in the barrel, and
7,324 crystals in each of two end caps on either end of the barrel. To facilitate the
discrimination between neutral pions and photons in the endcap region, a preshower
detector is placed in front of the endcaps. Particles striking the detector produce
photons in the crystals that are collected using avalanche photodiodes in the barrel
and vacuum photodiodes in the endcaps. Using high density crystals allows for a
detector which is fast, has fine granularity in the η − φ plane, and is radiation hard.
The ECAL barrel (Figure 2.14) covers a pseudorapidity range of |η| < 1.479. The
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Figure 3.26: Picture of the TOB wheel.
overlap in the r-f view between neighboring rods is always larger than 1.5 mm or 12 strips, while
the overlap around z = 0 is precisely 1.5 mm. Inside the disk openings, the rod support spheres
are held by precision elements made of polyetherimide plastic that are glued to the carbon fiber
structure. The four disks have all been assembled in a temperature-controlled room on one single
precision table, ensuring a precision on the relative positions of the rod holding elements and the
aluminium elements joining disks and cylinder of 100 µm, and a reproducibility between different
disks at the 10 µm level.
The wheel is equipped with targets for measurements of the geometrical precision of the
assembled structure. Photogrammetry, theodolites, and 3D coordinate measurement systems have
been used for survey and alignment of the wheel structure. Some of these targets remain visible
after insertion of the TOB in the tracker support tube, for a precise measurement of the TOB
positioning in the tracker reference frame, and even after integration of TIB, to monitor possible
movements due to deformations of the loaded structure. The wheel mechanics has been thoroughly
measured before starting rod integration, and the relative positioning of the precision elements has
been found to be typically within 100 µm of nominal values over the whole TOB dimensions, with
maximum deviations observed around 200µm.
The rod mechanics
The rods are self-contained assemblies providing support and cooling for 6 or 12 silicon detector
modules, together with their interconnection and read-out electronics.
The mechanical structure consists of two 1130 mm long carbon fiber C-shaped profiles, joined
by several transverse carbon fiber ribs and plates. All rod components are contained in an envelope
of 159⇥ 1130⇥ 22 mm3, except the four supporting spheres that stick out laterally in correspon-
dence of the two disks of the wheel, and the z-stops that block the rod against the outer disk surface
after insertion in the wheel.
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Figure 2.10: The Silicon Tracker Outer Barrel detector.
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Figure 3.30: Left panel: Sketch of one tracker endcap. Modules are arranged in rings around the
beam axis. They are mounted on trapezoidal sub-structures called petals. One sector, indicated
with a line, consists of nine front petals mounted on the disk sides facing the interaction point (3
FD13, 3 FD46, 2 FD78, 1 FD9) and nine back petals mounted in the opposite side of a disk (3
BD13, 3 BD46, 2 BD78, 1 BD9). Right panel: Photograph of a TEC as seen from the interaction
point. The diameter of the TECs is 2.3 m.
Figure 3.31: Side view of a TEC.
(front petals) and eight on the back face (back petals). Mechanically there are two types each of
front and back petals, long petals for disks 1–3 and short ones for disks 4–9. As described above,
the front and back petals on disks 1–3 carry all seven rings of modules and are labelled FD13 and
BD13, respectively. Petals on disks 4–6 carry rings 2 to 7 (FD46/BD46), those on disks 7 and 8
carry rings 3 to 7 (FD78/BD78), and on disk 9 the petals carry rings 4 to 7 (FD9/BD9). The petals
have a structure similar to the disks, consisting of a 10 mm NOMEX core sandwiched between
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Figure 2.11: The Silicon Tracker End Caps.
center of the front faces of the crystals are at a radius of 1.29 m. The 61,200 crystals
in the barrel result in a granularity which is 360-fold in the φ direction and (2× 85)-
fold in the η direction. The crystals have a tapered shape, which varies slightly with
pseudorapidity. The crystals are mounted such that their axes make an angle of 3◦
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Figure 4.5: Layout of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter showing the arrangement of crystal
modules, supermodules and endcaps, with the preshower in front.
Figure 4.6: The barrel positioned inside the hadron calorimeter.
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Figure 2.12: A schematic view f the CMS electromagnetic calo imeter (ECAL).
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Figure 4.1: Longitudinal optical transmission (1, left scale) and radioluminescence intensity (2,
right scale) for production PbWO4 crystals.
Figure 4.2: PbWO4 crystals with photodetectors attached. Left panel: A barrel crystal with the
upper face depolished and the APD capsule. In the insert, a capsule with the two APDs. Right
panel: An endcap crystal and VPT.
The crystals have to withstand the radiation levels and pa ticle fluxes [69] anticipate through-
out the duration of the experiment. Ionizing radiation produces absorption bands through the
formation of colour centres due to oxygen vacancies and impurities in the lattice. The practical
consequence is a wavelength-dependent loss of light transmission without changes to the scintil-
lation mechanism, a damage which can be tracked and corrected for by monitoring the optical
transparency with injected laser light (section 4.9). The damage reaches a dose-rate dependent
equilibrium level which results from a balance between damage and recovery at 18°C [64, 70].
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Figure 2.13: A lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystal.
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with respect to the nominal interaction vertex in both η and φ. This is done to avoid
cracks in the detector which allow particles to pass through undetected. The angular
cross section of each crystal is approximately 0.0174 × 0.0174 in η − φ space. The
crystal length is 230 mm, corresponding to 25.8 X0. Given all these dimensions, the
total barrel volume is 8.14 m3 with a total weight of 67.4 metric tons.
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Figure 4.5: Layout of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter showing the arrangement of crystal
modules, supermodules and endcaps, with the preshower in front.
Figure 4.6: The barrel positioned inside the hadron calorimeter.
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Figure 2.14: The CMS ECAL Barrel.
The ECAL endcap covers the pseudorapidity range of 1.479 < |η| < 3.0. The
longitudinal distance between the nominal interaction point and the endcap is 315.4
cm, which takes into account a shift of the endcap toward the interaction point when
the magnetic field is turned on. The endcap contains identically shaped crystals
grouped mechanically into 5× 5 blocks called supercrystals. Each endcap is divided
into two halves called dees (Figure 2.15), due to their shape being like the letter “D”.
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Each dee has 3,662 crystals, which are contained in 138 supercrystals and 18 partial
supercrystals located on the inner and outer circumference of the dee. The crystals
are arranged in a rectangular grid in the x − y plane. Each crystal has a front face
cross section of 28.62 × 28.62 mm2, a rear face cross section of 30 × 30 mm2, and a
length of 220 mm (24.7 X0). Given these dimensions, the total volume of the end
caps is 2.90 m3 with a total weight of 24.0 metric tons.
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Figure 4.7: An endcap Dee, fully equipped with supercrystals.
4.3 Photodetectors
The photodetectors need to be fast, radiation tolerant and be able to operate in the longitudinal 4-T
magnetic field. In addition, because of the small light yield of the crystals, they should amplify
and be insensitive to particles traversing them (nuclear counter effect). The configuration of the
magnetic field and the expected level of radiation led to different choices: avalanche photodiodes
in the barrel and vacuum phototriodes in the endcaps. The lower quantum efficiency and internal
gain of the vacuum phototriodes, compared to the avalanche photodiodes, is offset by their larger
surface coverage on the back face of the crystals.
4.3.1 Barrel: avalanche photodiodes
In the barrel, the photodetectors are Hamamatsu type S8148 reverse structure (i.e., with the bulk
n-type silicon behind the p-n junction) avalanche photodiodes (APDs) specially developed for the
CMS ECAL. Each APD has an active area of 5⇥5mm2 and a pair is mounted on each crystal.
They are operated at gain 50 and read out in parallel. The main properties of the APDs at gain 50
and 18°C are listed in table 4.1.
The sensitivity to the nuclear counter effect is given by the effective thickness of 6 µm, which
translates into a signal from a minimum ionizing particle traversing an APD equivalent to about
100MeV deposited in the PbWO4.
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Figure 2.15: An examp e ECAL dee structu e.
The final component of the ECAL is the preshower detector, which is used to
discriminate between neutral pions and photons in the endcap region by using the
energy deposition profile of th se particles in the det c or. The preshower is a sam-
pling calorimeter with two layers: lead radiators initiate electromagnetic showers from
incoming particles, while silicon strip sensors placed behind each radiator measure the
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deposited energy and shower profiles. The total preshower thickness is 20 cm. The
material thickness of the preshower is 2 X0 prior to the first sensor plane, and 1 X0
prior to the second sensor plane. This corresponds to 95% of single incident photons
showering before the second sensor plane. The sensor planes are oriented orthogonally
with respect to each other. Each silicon sensor has an active area of 61 mm2 divided
into 32 strips. The thickness of the silicon in each sensor is 320 µm.
2.2.4 The Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is designed to measure the energy of particles
produced in hadronic interactions, specifically long-lived mesons and baryons (Fig.
2.18). The HCAL sits beyond the ECAL in both the barrel and endcaps, and sits
within the solenoid. Due to the space limitations between the ECAL barrel and the
solenoid (1.77 m < R < 2.95 m), an additional detector called the outer hadronic
calorimeter (HO) acts as a tail catcher to catch energetic hadrons which manage to
pass through the HCAL and solenoid material. At |η| > 3, an additional detector
called the forward hadron calorimeter (HF) resides at 11.2 m beyond the nominal
interaction point, and extend hadronic detection to |η| < 5.2.
The HCAL barrel (HB, Figure 2.16) is a sampling calorimeter which covers the
range of |η| < 1.3. The HB contains 36 identical azimuthal wedges constructed out of
flat brass absorber plates (8 50.5 mm inner plates and 6 56.5 mm outer plates) aligned
parallel to the beam axis. Each wedge is divided into four sectors in φ. The plates
are assembled such that there is no projective dead material for the full radial extent
of the wedge. To provide structural strength, the inner and outer plates are made of
stainless steel (one 40 mm front plate and one 75 mm back plate). Contained within
the layers of absorber plates are plastic scintillators (70,000 total) divided in to 16 η
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sectors, resulting in a segmentation of 0.087 × 0.087 in the η − φ plane. The total
absorber thickness at θ = 90◦ is 5.82 λI . The ECAL barrel provides an additional 1.1
λI of material.
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Figure 5.8: Close up view of the assembled HB wedges, showing the optical cabling.
Figure 5.9: Cross sectional view of an HPD.
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igure 2.16: A closeup view of the wedges of the HCAL Barrel detector.
The HCAL endcap (HE, Figure 2.17) cover the pseudorapidity range of 1.3 <
|η| < 3, a region expected to contain approximately 34% of particles produced in the
final state. The HE is sandwiched between the ECAL endcaps in front and the muon
endcap yoke in back. Like the HB, the HE also contains brass absorbers, which are
79 mm thick. A spacing of 9 mm between the absorbers is used to accommodate
the scintilators (20,916 total). The granularity in η − φ space provided by the HE
is 0.087 × 0.087 for |η| < 1.6 and 0.17 × 0.17 for |η| ≥ 1.6. The total length of the
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endcap is about 10 λI , which includes the ECAL endcap crystals.
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Figure 5.13: Mechanical structure of the HE absorber. Particles enter the calorimeter from the
bottom.
shaped scintillators (figure 5.14), 3.7-mm-thick SCSN81 for layers 1–17 and 9-mm-thick Bicron
BC408 for layer 0, have grooves in which the WLS fibres are inserted. The ends of the fibres are
machined with a diamond fly cutter and one end is covered with aluminium to increase the light
collection. The other end is spliced to a clear fibre, which is terminated in an optical connector.
The connector with the glued fibres is also machined by a diamond fly cutter. The scintillator is
painted along the narrow edges and put into a frame to form a tray. The total number of tiles for
both HE calorimeters is 20 916 and the number of trays is 1368. The design of a tray is presented
in figure 5.15. The numbering scheme in h is shown in figure 5.16, and the CMS convention for f
as applied to HE is shown in figure 5.17. The scintillators are wrapped with Tyvek and sandwiched
between sheets of duraluminum. The stack contains holes for fibres which are terminated with
optical connectors. The gap between the duraluminum plates is fixed by brass spacers screwed
together. The granularity of the calorimeters is Dh ⇥ Df = 0.087⇥ 0.087 for |h | < 1.6 and
Dh⇥Df ⇡ 0.17⇥0.17 for |h |  1.6.
The tray design is very robust and reliable. The trays are relatively stiff which is very im-
portant for insertion into the absorber. To control the scintillator tray quality, a UV nitrogen laser
was used to excite the scintillators. The light is fed by quartz fibres to the connector and is fanned
out as shown in figure 5.15. These fibres are terminated with aluminium reflectors and distribute
the light to all tiles. The light signal produced by a UV flash in the scintillator is similar to the
signal induced by a charged particle. This allows a performance check of the entire optical route
from scintillator to electronics, providing an important technique to track possible degradation of
transparency due to radiation damage. For further calibration and monitoring, a radioactive source
moving in a stainless steel tube is used to study the time-dependence of calibration coefficients.
The trays are inserted into the gaps in the absorber and fixed by screws. At the back of the
calorimeter, boxes with photodetectors and electronics are located in the notch shown in figure 5.18.
Optical cables transfer signals from the scintillator trays to the photodetectors. The partially assem-
bled HE is shown in figure 5.12. Multipixel hybrid photodiodes (HPDs) are used as photodetectors
due to their low sensitivity to magnetic fields and their large dynamical range.
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Figure 2.17: A schematic view of the HCAL Endcap detector.
The HO is an additional hadronic detector in the barrel of CMS to detect the
energy from ha rons too energetic to be contained it in the HB alone. Using t e
solenoid as additional absorber material, the HO resides outside the magnet to sample
the energy of the remaining particles. The HO resides within the iron return yoke,
being the first s sitive layer in the 5 rings of the yoke at r = 4.07 m. Due to minimal
absorber depth at the central yoke ring, an additional HO layer is placed in front
f the ce tral ring at r = 3.82 m. The HO is comprised of scintillation tiles which
provide a granularity equivalent to that of the HB by design.
The HF is the final component of the HCAL, which is located in the pseudorapidity
range of 3 < |η| < 5.2. This pseudorapi it r nge is a very hostile e vironment
compared to the rest of CMS. At the design energy and luminosity of the LHC,
760 GeV of the proton-proton interaction will be deposited in the HF on average,
compared to 100 GeV for the rest of the detector. The charged hadron rates are also
extremely high, requiring a different detector design than what is used for the rest of
the HCAL. Quartz fibers (fused- ilica core and polymer hard cladding) are used as the
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active medium of the HF due to its fast response and radiation hardness. Cherenkov
radiation is used to generate the signal for the hadronic shower when the showering
particles are above the Cherenkov threshold (E ≥ 190 keV for electrons). The quartz
fibers have a diameter of 600 ± 10µm for the silica core. In total, over 1000 km of
quartz fibers are used in the HF. The HF is a cylindrical steel structure with an outer
radius of 130.0 cm. The steel acts as the absorber material, and has the form of 5
mm thick grooved plates. The quartz fibers are inserted within these grooves, and
run parallel to the beam line. The total granularity of the HF is 0.175× 0.175 in the
η − φ plane.
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Figure 5.1: Longitudinal view of the CMS detector showing the locations of the hadron barrel
(HB), endcap (HE), outer (HO) and forward (HF) calorimeters.
Table 5.1: Physical properties of the HB brass absorber, known as C26000/cartridge brass.
chemical composition 70% Cu, 30% Zn
density 8.53 g/cm3
radiation length 1.49 cm
interaction length 16.42 cm
(Dh ,Df) = (0.087,0.087). The wedges are themselves bolted together, in such a fashion as to
minimize the crack between the wedges to less than 2 mm.
The absorber (table 5.2) consists of a 40-mm-thick front steel plate, followed by eight 50.5-
mm-thick brass plates, six 56.5-mm-thick brass plates, and a 75-mm-thick steel back plate. The
total absorber thickness at 90  is 5.82 interaction lengths (lI). The HB effective thickness increases
with polar angle (q ) as 1/sinq , resulting in 10.6 lI at |h | = 1.3. The electromagnetic crystal
calorimeter [69] in front of HB adds about 1.1 lI of material.
Scintillator
The active medium uses the well known tile and wavelength shifting fibre concept to bring out the
light. The CMS hadron calorimeter consists of about 70 000 tiles. In order to limit the number of
individual elements to be handled, the tiles of a given f layer are grouped into a single mechanical
scintillator tray unit. Figure 5.5 shows a typical tray. The tray geometry has allowed for construc-
tion and testing of the scintillators remote from the experimental installation area. Furthermore,
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Figure 2.18: A schematic view of the CMS hadronic calorimeter (HCAL), showing
the HCAL barrel (HB), HCAL endcap (HE), outer hadronic calorimeter (HO), and
the forward hadronic calorimeter (HF).
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2.2.5 The Muon System
The muon system, as the name implies, is responsible for the measurement, iden-
tification, and triggering of muons. The muon system is the outermost detector at
CMS, with the idea being that muons, which are minimum ionizing particles, will
pass through the bulk of inner material minimally perturbed, while other particles
will be contained within their respective detectors.
As with other detectors, the muon system uses both a barrel and endcap design.
The barrel, covering a pseudorapidity range of |η| < 1.2, contains drift tube chambers
(Figure 2.19) organized into four stations. These stations are interspersed among
the layers of the flux return plates, meant to act as absorbent material for muon
identification. The first three stations contain eight chambers (divided into two groups
of four), oriented parallel to the beam axis to perform measurements in the r − φ
bending plane, and an additional four chambers oriented orthogonally to the beam
axis, which provide measurements along the z direction. The fourth station is without
the z-measuring chambers. The chambers are separated as much as possible to provide
the best angular resolution.
3. Barrel Chambers
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The wire is crimped on a solid copper-tellurium block 4 mm on a side (see Fig. 3.2.2), in
which a 0.1 mm wide, 0.3 mm deep groove is machined (this 3D figure, like all others shown
in this chapter, is the output of a CAD solid modeling computer package where all mechanical
details are present; the technical drawings necessary for the various machining are obtained
from these solid models).
 13 mm
 40 mm
ElectrodeAnode wire
Cathode
F i g .  3 . 2 . 1 : Transverse view of the baseline cell; also shown are drift lines and isochrones,
for a typical voltage configuration of the electrodes.
F i g .  3 . 2 . 2 : 3D model of the crimping block; also indicated is the 50 µm thick steel wire that
must be located (as indicated by the arrow) inside the cut in order to be crimped.
Figure 2.19: A schematic of a drift tube chamber with drift lines and isochrones [19].
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The endcaps of the muon system (0.9 < |η| < 2.4) use cathode strip chambers
(CSC, Figure 2.20) to perform measurements. This is due to the higher expected
rates of both muons and background, and the non-uniform magnetic field in this
region. The CSCs provide fast response times with fine segmentation and resistance
to radiation. Each endcap contains four stations of CSCs aligned perpendicularly
to the beam line and interspersed among the flux return plates. The CSCs provide
precision measurements in the r − φ bending plane. The anode wires of the CSCs
run approximately perpendicular to the strips, and are read out in order to provide
measurements of both η and beam-crossing time for the muon.
4. Endcap Chambers
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The detector technology chosen for the Endcap Muon System is the Cathode Strip
Chamber (CSC), a multiwire proportional chamber in which one cathode plane is segmented
into strips running across wires. An avalanche developed on a wire induces on the cathode
plane a distributed charge of a well known shape which is defined by electrostatics [4.1]:
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Charpak et al. [4.3] showed that by interpolating fractio s of charge picked up by th se
strips, one can reconstruct the track position along a wire with a precision of 50 µm or better
(for normal track incidence, the precision is almost entirely determined by the ratio of signal to
electronic noise). The principle of operation is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1.4.
muon
cathode
cathode
wires
wires
induced charge
cathode with strips
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avalanche
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m
3 - 16 mm
F i g .  4 . 1 . 4 : Principle of coordinate measurement with a cathode strip chamber: cross-
section across wires (top) and across cathode strips (bottom). Close wire spacing allows for
fast chamber response, while a track coordinate along the wires can be measured by
interpolating strip charges.
The major advantages of CSCs are:
• their intrinsic spatial resolution, being basically defined by signal-to-noise ratio, can
be as good as 50 µm,
• closely spaced wires make the CSC a fast detector,
Figure 2.20: A schematic of a cathode strip chamber [19].
An additional system utilizing resistive plate chambers (RPC, Figure 2.21) is also
installed in the muon system which acts as a dedicated muon trigger system. The
RPCs are useful for triggering as they provide fast, highly-segmented measurements
with a sharp pT threshold over |η| < 1.6. RPCs are double-gap chambers which
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ensure good operation even at high rates. A total of six barrel layers contain RPCs,
two in each of the first two stations, and one in each of the last two. The redundancy
in the first two station allows for the ability to trigger on low-pT muons that may stop
before reaching the outer stations. In the endcap region, a plane of RPCs is placed
in each of the first three stations to allow the trigger to use coincidences between the
RPCs and CSCs in order to reduce background and improve time resolution, as well
as pT resolution.
3
Figure 2: Schematic layout of a RPC station composed of two rolls.
system is made of a set of filters designed to remove contaminants from the gas mixture. The
system operates with a fraction of fresh gas mixture in the range from 10% to 2%. This is the
first time that such a large RPC system is operated with a closed loop gas system.
3 Detector operation and monitoring
The effective working voltage, Veff, relevant for the charge avalanche production inside the
RPC, depends on environmental parameters such as gas temperature (T) and pressure (P),
according to Eq. 1 [8]
Veff = V ⇥
P0
P
⇥ T
T0
, (1)
where Veff is the effective voltage, V is the applied power voltage, and P0 = 1010 mbar and
T0 = 293 K are the reference pressure and temperature, respectively. Only the effective voltage
is relevant when comparing detector performance in different sites and run conditions.
The CMS RPCs have been extensively tested at the production sites and their physics perfor-
mance was studied [3, 5]. During 2006, a small fraction of the RPC system was calibrated and
operated [9]. In both cases, it was found that 95% of the maximum plateau efficiency is reached
at an effective voltage of 9.6 kV, corresponding to an average applied voltage of 9.2 kV for the
pressure conditions in the CMS cavern.
For the CRAFT 2008 exercise, the operating voltage was set to 9.2 kV and the electronic thresh-
olds of the readout system were set to 230 mV, corresponding to an induced charge of 180 fC.
These operating conditions are conservative and do not permit the detector to reach its max-
imum efficiency. This approach was chosen to maintain low noise levels and safe operating
conditions, since this was the first time that the full system was operated. Following extensive
past studies [10], the working conditions were maintained within strict ranges: temperature
lower than 24  C, humidity in the range 40–50% and fraction of O2 below 300 ppm.
These parameters were monitored and controlled by the Detector Control System (DCS) [11].
Their values were stored in a database and used, offline, to study the system stability.
Figure .21: A schematic of resistive plate chamber [20].
2.2.6 Data Acquisition and Triggering
At LHC design energy and luminosity, the total event rate is expected to be too
large to be both reconstructed and stored for analysis. Additionally, not all events
produced may be classified as interesting for the sake of analysis. To reduce the event
rate, and to particularly select those vents useful for interesting analysis, a triggering
system is needed to immediately analyze data as it comes from the detector. The
triggering system at CMS utilizes a two step approach:
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• A set of custom-designed, programmable electronics called the Level-1 (L1)
trigger, which reduces the event rate to tens of kHz (Fig. 2.22).
• A software system operated on a filter farm containing a huge number of pro-
cessors, called the High Level Trigger (HLT), which reduces the event rate to
approximately 100 Hz.
The L1 trigger uses coarsely segmented data from the muon and calorimeter sys-
tems, holding the high resolution data in front end electronics through the use of
local, regional, and global components. The local triggers, also called Trigger Primi-
tive Generators (TPG), are based on energy measurements in the calorimeter trigger
system along with hit patterns or track segments in the muon trigger system. The
regional triggers combine the information from the TPGs using pattern logic to re-
construct ranked and sorted trigger objects, such as electron or muon candidates
in limited spatial regions. The ranking includes consideration of energy/momentum
calculation and quality determination, which represents the confidence in parame-
ter measurements given knowledge of the detector elements used along with trigger
electronics. The Global Calorimeter and Muon Triggers determine the highest rank
objects across the whole experiment and transfer this information to the Global Trig-
ger. Ultimately, it is the Global Trigger which decides whether to accept or reject an
event at the L1 level, given the information. Upon a positive event evaluation, the
L1 information is then sent to the HLT, which uses a set of executables called trigger
paths to determine the object content (electrons, muons, etc.) of the event at the
trigger level. These trigger paths are used to divide the data into datasets which can
be used for physics analyses.
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Figure 8.1: Architecture of the Level-1 Trigger.
determine the highest-rank calorimeter and muon objects across the entire experiment and transfer
them to the Global Trigger, the top entity of the Level-1 hierarchy. The latter takes the decision
to reject an event or to accept it for further evaluation by the HLT. The decision is based on al-
gorithm calculations and on the readiness of the sub-detectors and the DAQ, which is determined
by the Trigger Control System (TCS). The Level-1 Accept (L1A) decision is communicated to the
sub-detectors through the Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) system. The architecture of the L1
Trigger is depicted in figure 8.1. The L1 Trigger has to analyze every bunch crossing. The allowed
L1 Trigger latency, between a given bunch crossing and the distribution of the trigger decision to
the detector front-end electronics, is 3.2 µs. The processing must therefore be pipelined in order to
enable a quasi-deadtime-free operation. The L1 Trigger electronics is housed partly on the detec-
tors, partly in the underground control room located at a distance of approximately 90 m from the
experimental cavern.
8.1 Calorimeter trigger
The Trigger Primitive Generators (TPG) make up the first or local step of the Calorimeter Trigger
pipeline. For triggering purposes the calorimeters are subdivided in trigger towers. The TPGs sum
the transverse energies measured in ECAL crystals or HCAL read-out towers to obtain the trigger
tower ET and attach the correct bunch crossing number. In the region up to |h |= 1.74 each trigger
tower has an (h ,f )-coverage of 0.087⇥ 0.087. Beyond that boundary the towers are larger. The
TPG electronics is integrated with the calorimeter read-out. The TPGs are transmitted through
high-speed serial links to the Regional Calorimeter Trigger, which determines regional candidate
electrons/photons, transverse energy sums, t-veto bits and information relevant for muons in the
form of minimum-ionizing particle (MIP) and isolation (ISO) bits. The Global Calorimeter Trigger
determines the highest-rank calorimeter trigger objects across the entire detector.
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Figure 2.22: The L1 trigger system at CMS.
2.2.7 Computing at CMS
The computing structure for CMS is what allows physics analyses to be performed,
and must allow for t e storage, transfer, and evaluation of data for t e lifetime of the
experiment. The computing system must allow for the processing of real-time detec-
tor informati n, provide safe storage of raw data, perform r liabl pattern recognition,
event filtering, data reduction, and additionally support the production and distri-
bution of simulated samples. This requires a system of large scale that supports
efficient operation of data transfer and pattern recognition, flexibility to adapt to the
increasing needs and demands of the experiment and its members, but must also be
manageable in both construction and maintenance.
To accomplish these goals, CMS uses a combination of a software framework, data
f rmats, a d computing. The software fram work, know as CMSSW [21], uses a set
of compiled plugins called modules, which performs needed tasks on stored data.
These modules come in the form of producers, filters, and analyzers. As the names
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imply, producers add new information to data that may be needed by future users,
filters apply selection criteria to constrain data to be used, and analyzers read in
data and perform calculations without any modification of the source. Additionally,
information is read in and written out through the use of input and output modules.
These framework modules are designed to be insulated from the computing environ-
ment on which they run, execute independently of one another, and communicate
only through writing to or retrieving from data, rather than to one another.
Data from CMS is stored in a format developed using the ROOT framework [22],
developed by physicists and programmers located at CERN. Further, CMS makes use
of several different event formats:
• RAW format: contains fully recorded detector readout information along
with trigger information. The RAW format is used for offline reconstruction
to convert detector information into physics objects, such as electrons, muons,
photons, and tracks. The RAW data is permanently archived in safe storage,
designed to occupy 1.5 MB / event. An extension of the RAW format is also
used for simulated datasets, which occupies 2 MB / event, due to additional
Monte Carlo truth information.
• RECO format: Reconstructed data produced by applying pattern recogni-
tion modules to RAW data. The result is physics objects which may be used
in physics analyses in addition to reconstructed inputs (detector hits, energy
clusters) to these objects.
• AOD format: Analysis Object Data, which is a compact form of the RECO
format. It is meant to be easily transportable and storable, while providing all
the necessary information for a typical physics analysis. An extension of this
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format, AODSIM, is used for simulated datasets, and provides pertinent Monte
Carlo truth information needed by the average user.
• DQM format: Data Quality Monitoring, which is information used to deter-
mine the quality of both simulated events and real collision data by comparing
the information, in histogram form, to some centrally defined reference.
To facilitate the computing needs of CMS, in terms of data collection, reconstruc-
tion, storage, and analysis, a computing paradigm (Fig. 2.23) is developed to allow
for the large scale needs of the experiment and its users:
• Tier-0 center: the only Tier-0 center resides at CERN. It is used to accept
data from the online system and copy it to permanent mass storage. Along with
this, the Tier-0 performs prompt reconstruction on the RAW data to produce
RECO primary datasets, designed with physics signatures in mind. Tier-0 also
transmits copies of both RAW and RECO data to Tier-1 centers.
• Tier-1 centers: Seven Tier-1 centers reside at various national labs and com-
puting centers around the world, including one at FNAL in the US. The em-
phasis on Tier-1 centers is to provide reliable delivery of data-intensive services,
requiring access to large CPU facilities, mass storage system with tape archive,
and high speed international network connections. Tier-1’s also provide long-
term safe storage of RAW data, taking custodial responsibility for a fraction
of CMS data. They must also store and serve both reconstructed data and
simulated datasets to Tier-2 centers, which must be provided with rapid access
to the Tier-1’s. Tier-1 centers are also used to carry out re-reconstruction of
RAW data as new techniques or detector conditions become available.
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• Tier-2 centers: 50 Tier-2 centers are located throughout the world at various
institutes affiliated with CMS, including eight at US institutions, with one at
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Tier-2 centers typically divide resources up
between those used by CMS for additional data reprocessing/simulation sample
production, and those resources dedicated to users who examine the data for
physics purposes. Due to the analysis requirements on Tier-2’s, they must
provide local mass storage to contain both real and simulated datasets copied
from Tier-1 centers, as well as mass storage for users to contain personal event
files. Tier-2’s also provide support for specialized activities of analysis groups,
such as tracking or b tagging work.
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Figure 11.2: Dataflow between CMS Computing Centres.
11.4 Computing centres
The scale of the computing system is such that it could not, even in principle, be hosted entirely
at one site. The system is built using computing resources at a range of scales, provided by col-
laborating institutes around the world. CMS proposes to use a hierarchical architecture of Tiered
centres, similar to that originally devised in the MONARC working group [246], with a single Tier-
0 centre at CERN, a few Tier-1 centres at national computing facilities, and several Tier-2 centres
at institutes. A representation of the dataflow between centres is shown in figure 11.2.
The CMS computing model depends upon reliable and performant network links between
sites. In the case of transfers between Tier-0 and Tier-1 centres, these network links are imple-
mented as an optical private network (LHC-OPN) [247]. Data transfers between Tier-1 and Tier-2
centres typically takes place over general-purpose national and international research networks.
Tier-0 centre
A single Tier-0 centre is hosted at CERN. Its primary functions are to:
• Accept data from the online system with guaranteed integrity and latency, and copy it to
permanent mass storage;
• Carry out prompt reconstruction of the RAW data to produce first-pass RECO datasets. The
centre must keep pace with the average rate of data recording, and must provide sufficient
input buffering to absorb fluctuations in data rate;
• Reliably export a copy of RAW and RECO data to Tier-1 centres. Data is not considered
“safe” for deletion from Tier-0 buffers until it is held at at least two independent sites. (One
of these is CERN computing centre, playing the role of a Tier-1.)
During the LHC low-luminosity phase, the Tier-0 is intended to be available outside data-
taking periods for second-pass reconstruction and other scheduled processing activities. High-
luminosity running will require the use of the Tier-0 for most of the year. The Tier-0 is a common
CMS facility used only for well-controlled batch work; it is not accessible for analysis use.
– 301 –
Figure 2.23: A schematic of the CMS computing hi rarchy.
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Chapter 3
Trigger Selection and Event
Reconstruction
With the components of the CMS detector in place, it is now important to describe
how these components are used to detect particles. This chapter discusses the complex
algorithms used to reconstruct the particles or objects used in this analysis based on
the detector information collected during data taking.
3.1 Trigger Selection and Datasets
11.6 fb−1 of data was used for this analysis, which was contained within the following
datasets.
• /SingleMu/Run2012A-recover-06Aug2012-v1/AOD
• /SingleMu/Run2012A-13Jul2012-v1/AOD
• /SingleMu/Run2012B-13Jul2012-v1/AOD
• /SingleMu/Run2012C-PromptReco-v2/AOD
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The phrase “SingleMu” denotes that the dataset is composed of events which have
been accepted due to a single muon HLT trigger. The various run ranges in which
the data was collected are described by Run2012A,B,C. A date contained within the
dataset name describes when the data was rereconstructed from prompt reconstruc-
tion to account for any deficiencies in reconstruction, or to use new information to
improve object finding.
For selection of events, the HLT trigger path “HLT IsoMu24 eta2p1” was used,
which requires a trigger muon with pT > 24 GeV and |η| < 2.1. Additionally, the trig-
ger muon must be isolated, which means that the total transverse momentum/energy
of tracks/calorimeter clusters within a cone of ∆R < 0.24 around the muon, divided
by the muon’s transverse momentum, must be less than 0.1. This particular trigger is
selected since it matches the profile of what tt¯ production provides in the muon plus
jets channel, an isolated muon with high transverse momentum centrally located in
the detector, while reducing the multijet background. The trigger also uses the very
pure and efficient muon reconstruction for selecting events (Section 3.3).
Simulation samples (Tab. 3.1) are used to model both signal and background
to either determine agreement with data, or to ascertain the level of agreement be-
tween estimation techniques and theoretical distributions. All simulation samples
used contain the suffix “/Summer12 DR53X-PU S10 START53 V7A-v1/AODSIM,”
which describes when the samples were produced, what pileup profile was used to
simulate the effect of additional particles in the event through multiple pp interac-
tions per bunch crossing, and other conditions used, such as the alignment of de-
tector components and the location of dead detector channels, to name a few. For
these samples, the additional events from pileup were mixed into the event, with
the number of additional events coming from a random distribution provided by the
“mix 2012 Summer 50ns PoissonOOTPU cfi.py” configuration.
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Additional simulation samples (Tab. 3.2) are used to estimate systematic un-
certainties due to variations in the factorization scale and in the matrix element to
parton shower matching threshold.
Datasets are also used for the measurement of the soft electron reconstruction
efficiency, discussed in Section 5.2. These are listed below.
• /MultiJet/Run2012A-13Jul2012-v1/AOD
• /BJetPlusX/Run2012B-13Jul2012-v1/AOD
• /BJetPlusX/Run2012C-24Aug2012-v2/AOD
• /BJetPlusX/Run2012C-PromptReco-v2/AOD
• /BJetPlusX/Run2012D-PromptReco-v1/AOD
The triggers used for selecting events require high pT , multijet events with at least
two jets having medium to high b-tag discriminator selection criteria (Tab. 3.3). The
principles and discriminators used for b-tagging are discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2 Track Reconstruction
A track is a helical path with a unique set of helix parameters reconstructed using the
tracker discussed in Section 2.2.2. The track represents the path a charged particle
takes through the detector as it moves through the magnetic field. The track not only
provides the path information of the particle, but also its momentum by using the
curvature of the path in the presence of the magnetic field. The paths are formed from
hits, which are locations where a charged particle passed through the tracker, leaving
behind a detectable signal (see Section 2.2.2 for details). The hits are then combined
to form the path of travel through the detector. Along the way, each newly added hit
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is used to update the helix parameters of the track. The methods for reconstructing
these detector hits and the formation of trajectories are discussed in this section.
3.2.1 Hit Reconstruction
For the purposes of hit reconstruction, each silicon sensor of the tracker can be thought
of as being a plane with a local coordinate system (u, v). The signals collected within
this layer of the tracker are reconstructed into hits in a process called local hit recon-
struction [23]. The coordinates of the plane run parallel/perpendicular to the pixels
and strips in the detector, with u being defined as the coordinate perpendicular to
the magnetic field, except in the stereo strip tracker, where it is the coordinate at the
largest angle from the magnetic field.
In the pixel detector, zero suppression is applied to the sensor readout chips, with
adjustable thresholds for each pixel. Pixel clusters are then formed from adjacent
pixels reporting collected charge above the zero suppression. Any residual charge
miscalibration, due to pixel-to-pixel variations, are estimated from laboratory mea-
surements and included in simulation. With these pixel clusters formed, two methods
for calculating the hit position of the charged particle are used: a fast algorithm used
during pattern recognition, and a more precise algorithm used during the final track
reconstruction [23].
For the pattern recognition step, the fast position finding algorithm uses the sum
of the charge collected in the cluster projected along the local coordinates u and v.
The hit position is then determined using the equations [23]
urec = uC +
Qulast −Qufirst
2(Qulast +Q
u
first)
|W u −W uinner| −
Lu
2
, (3.1)
vrec = vC +
Qvlast −Qvfirst
2(Qvlast +Q
v
first)
|W v −W vinner| −
Lv
2
, (3.2)
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with Qfirst and Qlast are the charges collected in the first and last pixels along each
projection, (uC , vC) is the geometrical center of the cluster (excluding the first and
last pixel). Lu,v = D tan Θ
u,v
L is the Lorentz shift due to the motion of the sensor
charges in the magnetic field. D is the sensor thickness and Θu,vL is the Lorentz angle.
W u,vinner is the inner width of the cluster projections, excluding the first and last pixels.
The total width Wu,v is given by
W u,v = D tan(αu,v − pi/2) +D tan Θu,vL (3.3)
The angles αu,v are the particle impact angles with respect to the respective coordi-
nate. For clusters of only one pixel, the center of the pixel is used after adjusting for
the Lorentz drift.
For the final track hit, hit position in the pixel detector is estimated using the
template method. The observed cluster charge distribution is compared to cluster
charge shapes generated in simulation. The simulated cluster position which best
matches the observed cluster charge distribution is used to find the reconstructed
hit position [23]. To do the matching, the observed cluster charge can be described
by charge Pi in each pixel i. This observed charge distribution is compared to each
expected cluster shape Sij for each hit position bin j. The best match is then found
by minimizing the χ2, given by
χ2 =
∑
i
(
Pi −NjSij
∆Pi
)2
, (3.4)
Nj =
∑
I Pi/(∆Pi)
2∑
i Sij/(∆Pi)
2
, (3.5)
with ∆Pi being the expected RMS of charge Pi, derived from simulation [23]. This
χ2 value is also used to reject outlier hits during the track if the cluster shape is
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incompatible with the track trajectory.
For the strip tracker, algorithms are run in the front-end driver of the strip module
to perform pedestal subtraction, common mode subtraction, and zero suppression to
reject noise. A strip is accepted as being hit if it has charge exceeding five times the
expected channel noise, or if the strip and one of its neighbors have a charge exceeding
two times the channel noise [23]. Strips passing these requirements are called digis.
Cluster formation starts with the use of seed digis, which are digis that have charge
at least three times larger than noise. For each seed, adjacent strips are added if their
charge exceeds twice the noise. The total cluster is kept if its total charge exceeds
five times the cluster noise, defined as σcluster =
√∑
i σ
2
i , with σi begin the strip noise
for strip i. The cluster position is then found using the charge weighted average of
the strips, adjusting for the Lorentz shift.
3.2.2 Track Fitting
The CMS track finding software used to find tracks produced by most particles is
known as the Combinatorial Track Finder (CTF), and tracks found from this algo-
rithms as collectively known as CTFTracks. The CTF algorithm works by making
multiple iterations over the collection of reconstructed tracker hits. The earlier iter-
ations attempt to find the tracks that are easier to find (tracks with relatively high
transverse momentum nominally from the interaction point), while the later itera-
tions attempt to reconstruct both tracks with low transverse momentum, or highly
displaced tracks. Each iteration removes hits successfully associated to tracks from
consideration for the next iteration, reducing potential issues from combinatorics [23].
For all iterations, the track finding follows four steps [23]:
• Seed generation: The reconstruction of rudimentary track candidates using a
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few (2 - 3) tracker hits. These seeds are used as an initial estimate for trajectories
and their uncertainties.
• Track finding: the seed trajectories are extrapolated in search of additional
tracker hits.
• Track fitting: estimates for track parameters are calculated based on the tra-
jectory found.
• Track selection: tracks failing certain criteria are removed from consideration.
The seed generation defines starting trajectory parameters, called a trajectory
seed, and the associated uncertainties for track candidates. Because of the quasi-
uniform magnetic field surrounding the detector, charged particles follow helical
paths. Thus, trajectory seeds contain the initial values for five parameters [24]:
• q/p: The trajectory curvature of the helix, derived from the equation of the
momentum of a charged particle in a magnetic field, p = qBR,
• cot θ: the cotangent of the polar angle between the momentum vector and the
z-axis,
• φ0, the azimuthal angle at the point of closest approach with respect to the
beam axis,
• d0: the radial component of the point of closest approach with respect to the
beam axis,
• z0: the z-component of the point of closest approach with respect to the beam
axis.
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T. Kra¨mer: Track Parameters in LCIO LC-DET-2006-004
φ
P c
d0 φ0
P 0
= 1 Ω/R
P r
y
z x
P
Figure 1: The projection of a helix segment in the xy plane is a part of an arc
with centre P c and radius R. The direction of the particle is shown
with the arrow at the arc. All track parameters are given relative to
the reference point P r.
2 Parametrisation of a Track
Whenever a charged particle is affected by a constant magnetic field it moves
on a helicoidal trajectory, where here and in the following both energy loss
and multiple scattering are neglected. It is assumed that this magnetic field is
homogeneous and parallel to the z axis of the reference system. In this case
the trajectory of a charged particle is a segment of a circle in the xy projection
and the z displacement is a linear function of the length s of the arc that is
described in the xy plane. This results in a straight line in the sz plane.
The parametrisation of the movement of a charged particle is defined by a
reference point, P r = (P rx, P
r
y , P
r
z ), and five so-called ‘track parameters’ (Ω, φ0,
d0, z0 and tanλ). In general the reference point can be any
1 point in space.
The five track parameters refer to a specific point P 0 = (P 0x , P
0
y , P
0
z ) along the
helix. In this text P 0 is the point of closest approach (p. c. a.) to the reference
point in the xy plane (see Figure 1).
2.1 xy Plane
In the xy plane the movement of a charged particle is defined by a reference
point, P r = (P rx, P
r
y), and three parameters, Ω, φ0, and d0 (see Figure 1):
• φ0 is the azimuthal angle of the momentum of the particle (track tangent)
at the p. c. a.
• Ω ∈ ]−∞,∞[ describes the curvature of the track with
|Ω| = 1
R
(2)
1For convenience, often the reference point is choose to be P r = (0, 0, 0). To get the track
parameters of a given point of the track, it is required, that P r can be chosen to be arbitrary.
2
R = |p|/(|q|B) 
T. Kra¨mer: Track Parameters in LCIO LC-DET-2006-004
Pz
0
P rz
z0 z
s
s z (s )),(
λ
θ
Figure 2: The projection of a helix in the sz plane is a straight line (see Eq. 10).
The variable s at a point P is the arc length in the xy plane from P 0
to P . This also implies that s = 0, if z = z0.
• tanλ is the slope dz/ds of the straight line in the sz plane. This parameter
is constant for a given track and it is directly related to the polar angle θ
of the momentum vector p = (px, py, pz):
tanλ =
pz√
p2x + p
2
y
= cot θ (8)
• z0 ∈ ]−∞,∞[ is the z position of the track at the p. c. a. with respect to
the z coordinate of the reference point P rz :
z0 = P
0
z − P rz (9)
The equation of the trajectory of a helicoidal track in the sz projection is
then
z = (z0 + P
r
z ) + s · tanλ (10)
where s is the path integral (i.e. the arc length) in the xy projection when a
particle travels from P 0 to P . s is positive (negative) if P is located in the
direction (against the direction) of the momentum with respect to the p. c. a.
P 0.
3 Remarks
1. During the track reconstruction, the direction of the particle momentum
is not known, therefore it is expected to go along the track from the
origin towards the outside of the detector. This hypothesis is used in
the early stages of the reconstruction to determine the sign of Ω. At this
time, particles travelling in the opposite direction (curling or backscattered
particles) get the wrong sign of Ω and therefore seem to have incorrect
charge. This is corrected at a later stage, when the flight direction of
4
Figure 3.1: The track helix parameters in the x− y (left) and s− z (right) cylindrical
planes, with Pr representing a reference point and P0 the point of closest approach
of the rack [25].
Figure 3.1 shows these parameters in both the x−y and s−z cylindrical planes, with
s being the radial direction of the detector.
Seed generation begins with hits from th inner layers of the detector, since the
granularity of the pixel detector allows for bet er param er estimation. This will
reduce trajectory degradation due to interactio with the detector material, and to
allow for the reconstruction of low momentum tr cks, whi h may not make it through
the bulk of the detector. Seeds are formed from hits in pairs or triplets of the detector
layers. Different regions of the detector have different requirements for acceptable
trajectory parame ers. For pairs of its, the trajectory parameters found must be
acceptable given the trajectory requirements of the give region. Hit triplets ar
formed from pairs of hits by requiring that the trajectory parameters at the outer
hit be compatible with the parameters from the pair. For pairs of hits, an additional
constraint is applied requiring that the seed originates from the beam spot to improve
the parameter estimation.
The track finding step uses an implementation of the Kalman filter method, which
moves from successive layers one by one, and attempts to add a new hit within the
next layer to the old trajectory. The successive movement through the detector layers,
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rather than an attempt at a global fit, is used to account for multiple scattering of
the charged particle as it passes through the detector, in addition to accounting for
energy lost due to moving through detector material [26]. The track fitting is divided
into four steps [23]. The first step is the navigation step, which uses trajectory
parameters evaluated at the current layer to find which adjacent detector layers are
compatible with the current trajectory. An analytical propagator, assuming charged
particle motion in a uniform magnetic field and no detector effects, is used for the
navigation. The second step is the searching step, which finds compatible detectors
in the layers returned by the previous step. A detector is compatible if it is within
three standard deviations of the extrapolated trajectory position on that layer. The
third step is the grouping step, which groups all hits from these detectors. A χ2
test is used to determine if a hit is compatible with a trajectory measurement at
the same layer. A χ2 < 30 is required. The final step is the updating step, which
updates the trajectory based on the new hit information. If multiple, compatible hits
exist, multiple track candidates emerge. For the second, third, and fourth steps, a
propagator is used which takes both multiple scattering and energy loss into account.
This process is repeated for each additional detector layer. The material propagator
accomplishes this by inflating the uncertainty on the trajectory parameters according
to the predicted rms scattering angle in the detector material, and by adjusting the
momentum of the trajectory, taking the mean energy loss into account. To prevent the
number of track candidates from growing exponentially, only the five best candidates
are taken, which are those candidates having the lowest normalized χ2 values.
Once the hit finding reaches a minimum configurable number of hits, the hit search
reverses course, moving from outside-in, instead of inside-out. To begin this process,
a new seed is formed using all the hits found in the previous step minus the hits of
the previous seed. The inner hit finder then moves from layer to layer as described
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above to find inner hits. This is done to account for additional hits that may be in
the seeding layers due to overlapping sensors, and to find hits closer to the interaction
region if the seed is formed from outer layers of the detector
Due to the number of possible combinations of seed generation and hit finding, it
is possible for a track produced from one particle to be found more than once during
the reconstruction. It is important to resolve the multiple reproductions so they do
not all appear in the final track collection. This is done by using a trajectory cleaner
that compares the fraction of shared hits for all track candidates, according to the
equation fshared =
Nhitsshared
min(Nhits1 ,N
hits
2 )
, with Nhits1,2 being the number of total hits for each
track being considered. If the fraction exceeds some given value, currently 0.19 [23],
the track with the fewest hits is removed, or the track with the largest χ2 value is
removed, if both tracks have the same number of hits.
The track fitting step is necessary to remove any biases introduced in the trajec-
tory calculation due to constraints applied during the seed generation stage. Track
fitting uses the Kalman filter in two iterations. First, the fitting step starts with
the innermost hit, and moves sequentially through each associated hit, updating the
trajectory parameters along the way. Upon reaching the final, outermost hit, the
process is reversed for the smoothing step, where the Kalman filter is run again going
from the outermost to the inner most hit. The input for the smoothing step is the
final trajectory result from the fitting step. The final track parameters are then the
average of the fitting and smoothing steps [23].
To achieve better precision during the fitting/smoothing step, a Runge-Kutta
propagator is used to move along the collection of associated hits. The Runge-Kutta
propagator is able to account for both material effects and an inhomogeneous mag-
netic field, thus allowing for tracks which are not perfect helices. Upon completion of
both fitting and smoothing steps, outlier hits are removed from the track, using either
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a χ2 matching requirement, or by using the template compatibility method discussed
previously in this section.
The final step in track reconstruction is the selection step. Due to the large
multiplicity of particles in LHC collisions, it is very possible for fake tracks, or tracks
that are not due to a real charged particles, may be reconstructed. The selection step
seeks to remove as many of these fake tracks as possible, while keeping practically
all of the real tracks. The selection step places requirements on the number of total
hits for the track, the total number of tracker layers where hits are expected, but
not found, and the normalized χ2 of the track fit. Requirements are also placed on
the track to ensure that the track is compatible with originating from the interaction
region. This will not be a common feature for fake tracks, which will be due to random
hit combinations, and will not necessarily point back to the interaction region.
3.3 Muon Reconstruction
At CMS, muons are reconstructed by both the tracker and the muon detector, de-
scribed in Section 2.2.5. As such, muons can be reconstructed using three strategies:
stand-alone muons, global muons, and tracker muons. Each of these muon categories
will be further described below. In each case, the muons are reconstructed using
strategies similar to those discussed in Section 3.2, though the seed finding and prop-
agation strategies may be different to take different detector designs into account.
3.3.1 Stand-alone Muon Reconstruction
Stand-alone muons are reconstructed using only hits in the Muon detector. Seeds are
formed in stations using patterns of segments which meet geometrical criteria. The
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pT of the seed candidate is estimated using parameterizations of the form [27]
pT = A− B
∆φ
. (3.6)
The definition of ∆φ depends on the hits contained within the seed. For seed can-
didates within the DT portion of the muon detector, ∆φ is the bending angle of the
segment with respect to the primary vertex direction. For seeds in the CSC region
or for any seeds which overlap regions, ∆φ is the difference between the φ positions
of the two segments. If none of these conditions are met, then the direction of the
highest quality segment is used [27].
These trajectory seeds are then used to build trajectories and propagate through
the muon detector, similarly to what is discussed in Section 3.2. For the barrel region,
the seed trajectory is used to propagate from the current layer to the next layer. The
trajectory is used to find the chambers which are compatible, based on the direction
φ. For the endcap region, the seed is used to find the chambers compatible within the
disk, based on the radius r. Following the hit propagation, the trajectory is built using
the in-out and out-in approach similar to what is discussed in Section 3.2. Stand-alone
muon candidates are formed from the trajectories built from muon detector seeds by
determining the trajectory parameters by propagating the stand-alone track to the
point of closest approach to the beam line. To improve the momentum resolution, an
interaction point constraint is imposed [27].
3.3.2 Global Muon Reconstruction
Global muon reconstruction combines the muon track in the silicon detector with the
track in the muon detector. The goal is to gain increased resolution at lower momenta
through the use of the tracker track, while gaining the fake muon discrimination and
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resolution at higher momenta through the stand-alone track [27]. The global muon
reconstruction proceeds by combining reconstructed tracker tracks with stand-alone
muon tracks through a process called track matching. Due to the large multiplicity
of tracker tracks, the stand-alone muon tracks are used to select tracker candidates
for matching. First, tracker candidates are selected using a rectangular η-φ window
around the stand-alone track. To reduce the fake rate and the reconstruction time,
while keeping efficiency high, the rectangular window is defined with seven parameters
[27]:
• The origin position of the tracking region, generally the interaction point.
• The allowed z spread of the region origin.
• The allowed r spread of the region origin.
• The direction from the origin to the stand-alone track.
• The φ size of the tracking region.
• The η size of the tracking region.
• The minimum pT of tracks in the tracking region to determine the required
curvature of tracks.
The next phase is to create a one-to-one match between a tracker track and a
stand-alone track. This match is made by comparing the five trajectory parameters
of the tracker and stand-alone tracks when propagated to a common surface. The
surface chosen is one which both minimizes the total uncertainty of the trajectory
parameters and reduces the number of potential silicon track candidates. Natural
choices for surfaces are the outer layer of the silicon tracker, the inner surface of
the muon detector, the cylinder containing the last silicon track hit, or the cylinder
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containing the first muon chamber hit. Once the tracks are propagated to a common
surface, a set of four variables are used to discriminate good matches from bad [27]:
• Compare the trajectory parameters, ~pi, of the tracks using a χ2 similarity test
with the trajectory covariance matrices, Ci:
χ2 = (~p1 − ~p2)T [C1 + C2]−1(~p1 − ~p2). (3.7)
• Compare the track positions on the propagated surface in local coordinates
(x, y):
d =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 (3.8)
• Compare the track positions in (η, φ) space, using an equation similar to (3.8).
• Compare the track directions in (η, φ) space, using the momentum vectors.
For each stand-alone track, the silicon track candidates are looped over to calculate
the discriminators listed above. A successful match is found when discriminator
values for the pair fulfill certain tight requirements. If no match is found, then the
best match is chosen to be the pair which has the most compatible directions at the
interaction point, with less stringent cuts.
For the final global muon track fit, hits from the stand-alone muon track and the
matched silicon track hit are combined and the track fit is performed similarly to what
is described in Section 3.2. If multiple global track candidates are found for a given
stand-alone track, the global track that has the lowest χ2 is chosen, guaranteeing that
there is one global track per stand-alone track.
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3.3.3 Tracker Muon Reconstruction
The final method of muon reconstruction is the tracker muon reconstruction. Tracker
muons are meant to address instances where muons may not leave enough hits in the
muon detector, either due to being low momentum, or due to the configuration of
the detector. No refit is attempted with the matching hits. Consequently, tracker
muon reconstruction considers all tracker tracks as muon candidates, and attempts
to match these tracks with hits in the muon detector. Additionally, the calorimeter
signatures of these tracks can be used to further identify tracker muons, with the
benefit of gaining muons that would otherwise be lost comes the cost of a rise in
the fake rate. Therefore, great care must be taking in selecting tracker muons for
analysis.
Tracker muon reconstruction begins by propagating silicon tracks to the calorime-
ter, and the energy of reconstructed hits passed in the propagation is stored in the
tracker muon object, which allows for additional muon identification, since charged
hadrons will leave more energy in the calorimeter than muons. The silicon tracks
are propagated further into the muon detector. Any chambers that are crossed or
nearly crossed (to account for multiple scattering) during the propagation are stored
in the tracker muon object. The tracker muon algorithm then uses the crossed/nearly
crossed chambers to calculate quantities useful for muon identification [27]:
• The distance between the propagated track and the nearest chamber edge in
local (x, y) coordinates. The distance is given a negative sign if the propagated
track position is inside the active volume, and is positive otherwise.
• The one-sigma uncertainty on the quantity calculated above, taking the covari-
ance of the propagation into account.
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• The position of the extrapolated track inside the chamber in local coordinates.
• The slope of the extrapolated track (dX/dZ) and (dY/dZ) where (X, Y, Z) are
the local chamber coordinates.
• The one sigma uncertainties in the positions and slopes.
• The detector ID of the chamber.
• A vector of associated segments.
Segments are associated to tracks through a process called arbitration, which attempts
to assign the correct segments to the correct track in cases where two tracks cross or
nearly cross the same segment. Arbitration is performed using the distance between
propagated track and chamber in local coordinates.
Figure 3.2 shows the reconstruction efficiency in data and simulation for both
tracker and global muons in the barrel and endcap region of the CMS detector as a
function of muon pT . Figures 3.3 and 3.4 shows the muon misidentification probability,
the fraction of times a hadron is misidentified as a muon, as a function of hadron
momentum and eta. These plots show the muon reconstruction is highly efficient,
but also very pure, making it ideal for physics analyses involving leptons.
3.4 Electron Reconstruction
Electron reconstruction is a major challenge at CMS due the large amount of tracker
material and intense magnetic field, which lead to severe radiation loss and scattering
as an electron moves through the detector. This leads to very poor reconstruction
efficiency and resolution, especially for low momentum electrons, unless steps are
taken to acquire as much electron information as possible. This section will discuss
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5.1 Muon efficiency using the tag-and-probe method on dimuon resonances 19
5.1.2 Results517
Figure 11 shows the muon efficiency erec+id given that a tracker track exists, measured using518
J/y ! µ+µ  and Z ! µ+µ  events. The results obtained from the data collected in the 2010519
LHC data-taking period are compared with those from simulated events.520
For comparisons with Z ! µ+µ  events, an unweighted sample of simulated events corre-521
sponding to an integrated luminosity of ⇡330pb 1 is used: the simulated samples are Z !522
µ+µ , W+jets, and muon-enriched QCD (see Section 2). For studies at the J/y peak, separate523
samples of prompt J/y ! µ+µ  and B ! J/y + X ! µ+µ  + X are used, simulated as de-524
scribed in Section 2. All MC samples used for the results in this section included simulation of525
pile-up. Simulation of the background processes is not included for the J/y case, as it would be526
impractical to simulate a sufficient number of inclusive muon-plus-track events. For studies of527
systematic uncertainties described below, samples of background events have been generated528
according to the background invariant mass spectra determined from fits to the J/y ! µ+µ 529
events in the data, and added to the simulated signal events.530
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Figure 11: Tag-and-probe results for themuon efficiency erec+id in data compared to simulation.
Given that a tracker track exists, the plots show the efficiency as a function of muon pT for Soft
Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (middle), and Tight Muons (right) in the barrel and overlap
regions (top), and in the endcaps (bottom). The measurement is made using J/y ! µ+µ 
events for pT < 20GeV/c and Z! µ+µ  events for pT > 20GeV/c. For pT < 3GeV/c, to reduce
the background, only tracks with MIP signature are considered.
The tag-and-probe results in data and in simulation agree within the statistical uncertainties of531
the measurement almost everywhere. The only significant discrepancy is in the barrel around532
the turn-on of the efficiency curves, where the efficiency in data is systematically higher than533
in the simulation. This discrepancy arises from a small difference in the widths of the track-to-534
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Figure 3.2: The muon reconstruction fficiency in data (black points) and simulation
(hollow red boxes) for tracker muons (soft muons, left) and global muons (tight muons,
right) as a function of muon pT for the barrel (|η| < 1.2, top) and e cap (1.2 < |η| <
2.4, bottom) of he CMS etector [28].
the reconstruction of electrons through a process called particle flow, which seeks to
use the combined d tector information, rat than usi g the dete tor reconstruction
sequen ially, to reconstruct particles. Pa ticle flow takes advantage of the precision
performance of the tracker to improve the resolution of the calorimeter for recon-
struction purposes. The reconstruction of electrons requires looking for both the seed
cluster, or impact point of the electron with the calorimeter, and the bremsstrahlung
clusters, clusters of energy in the calorimeter due to radiation emitted from the elec-
70
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Figure 15: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misidenti-
fied as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function of
momentum. Only particles with NTracks < 4 are included. The uncertainties indicated by the
error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical only.
the magnetic field used when reconstructing the track. Results obtained using J/y events show739
that the overall relative bias in the tracker measurement of the muon pT in this momentum740
range is ⇡0.1%. The muon pT resolution s(pT)/pT was found to be between 0.8% and 3%741
depending on h and in good agreement with the simulation.742
In the intermediate-pT range, two approaches to study the muon pT measurement have been743
developed. The first, referred to as MuScleFit (Muon momentum Scale calibration Fit), pro-744
duces an absolute measurement of momentum scale and resolution by using a reference model745
of the generated Z lineshape convoluted with a Gaussian function. The second, called SIDRA746
(SImulation DRiven Analysis), compares the data with the full simulation of the Z decay to747
two muons in the CMS detector and provides a way to directly modify the simulation to better748
match the data. As these two methods have different approaches to the same problem, the749
difference between the results provides a useful crosscheck and gives an estimate of a system-750
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Figure 15: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misidenti-
fied as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function of
momentum. Only particles with NTracks < 4 are included. The uncertainties indicated by the
error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical only.
the magnetic field used when reconstructing the track. Results obtained using J/y events show739
that the overall relative bias in the tracker measurement of the muon pT in this momentum740
range is ⇡0.1%. The muon pT resolution s(pT)/pT was found to be between 0.8% and 3%741
depending on h and in good agreement with the simulation.742
In the intermediate-pT range, two approaches to study the muon pT measurement have been743
developed. The first, referred to as MuScleFit (Muon momentum Scale calibration Fit), pro-744
duces an absolute measurement of momentum scale and resolution by using a reference model745
of the generated Z lineshape convoluted with a Gaussian function. The second, called SIDRA746
(SImulation DRiven Analysis), compares the data with the full simulation of the Z decay to747
two muons in the CMS detector and provides a way to directly modify the simulation to better748
match the data. As these two methods have different approaches to the same problem, the749
difference between the results provides a useful crosscheck and gives an estimate of a system-750
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Figure 15: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (botto ) that are misidenti-
fied as Soft uons (left), Particle-Flow uons (centre), or Tight uons (right) as a function of
o entu . Only particles ith NTracks < 4 are included. The uncertainties indicated by the
error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA si ulation) are statistical only.
the agnetic field used hen reconstructing the track. Results obtained using J/y events show739
that the overall relative bias in the tracker easure ent of the uon pT in this momentum740
range is 0.1 . The uon pT resolution s(pT)/pT as found to be bet een 0.8% and 3%741
e en ing on h an in goo agree ent ith the si lation.742
I t e i ter e iate-pT ra e, t a r ac es t st t e uon pT easure ent have been743
e el e . e first, referre t as cle it ( o entu Scale calibration Fit), pro-744
c s s l t s r t f t sc le a resolution by using a reference model745
f t r t li s l t it ssia f nction. The second, called SIDRA746
( I l ti i l i ), r t t it the full si ulation of the Z decay to747
t i t t t i s t irectly odify the si ulation to better748
t t t . t t t iffere t a roaches to the sa e problem, the749
i l i f l cr ssc eck and gives an esti ate of a system-
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Figure 15: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that a misidenti-
fied as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function of
momentum. Only particles with NTracks < 4 are included. The uncertainties indicate by the
error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical only.
the magnetic field used when reconstructing the track. Results obtained using J/y events how739
that the overall relative bias in the tracker measurement of the muon pT in this momentum740
range is ⇡0.1%. The muon pT resolution s(pT)/pT was found t be between 0.8% and 3%741
depending on h and in good agr ement with t e simulati n.742
In the intermediate-pT range, two approach s to study the muon pT measurement have been743
developed. The first, referred to as MuScleFit (Muon momentum Scale cal bration Fit), pro-744
duces an absolute measurement of momentum scale and resolution by using a reference model745
of the generated Z lineshape convoluted with a Gaussian function. The second, called SIDRA746
(SImulation DRiven Analysis), co pares the data with the full simulation of the Z decay to747
two muons in the CMS detector and pr vides a way to irec ly modify the simul tion to better748
match the data. As these two ethods have different appr aches to t e same p oblem, the749
difference between the results provides a useful crosscheck and gives an estimate of a system-750
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Figure 15: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misidenti-
fied as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function of
momentum. Only particles with NTracks < 4 are i cluded. The uncertainties indicated by the
error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical only.
the magnetic field used when reconstructing the track. Results obtained using J/y events show739
at the overall relative bias in the a ker measurement of the muon pT in this momentum40
range is ⇡0.1%. The muon pT resolution s(pT)/pT was found to be between 0.8% and 3%1
depending on h and in go d agre men with the simulation.2
In th intermediate-pT range, two approaches to study the muon pT measurement have been743
developed. The first, referr d to as MuScleFit (Muon momentum Scal calibration Fit), pro-4
uc s an absolute measuremen f momentum scale a d resolu ion by using a reference model5
of the generated Z lineshape convoluted with a Gaussian function. The second, called SIDRA6
(SImulation DRiven Analysis), compares the data with the full simulation of the Z ecay to7
two muons in the CMS detector and rovides a w y to directly modify the simulation to better8
match the data. As thes tw ethods have different approaches to same pr blem, he9
differenc between the results provides a useful crosscheck and gives an stimat of a system-50
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Figure 15: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bott m) that are misiden i-
fied as Soft Muons (left), Particl -Flow Muons (centre or T ght Muons (right) as a fu ction of
momentum. Only particles with NTracks < 4 are includ d. The uncertainties indi ated by t
error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are s ati tic l only.
the magnetic field used when reconstructing the track. Results obtained using J/y events show739
that the overall relative bias in the track measurement of the muon pT in this omentum740
range is ⇡0.1%. The muon pT resolution s(pT)/pT was found to be betw en 0.8% nd 3%741
depending on h and in good agreement with the simulation.742
In the intermediate-pT range, two approac es to study th mu n T measurement have been743
developed. The first, referred to as MuScl Fit (M on momentum Scale calibration Fit), pro-744
duces an absolute measurement of momentum scale and resolution by using a refere ce m del745
of the generated Z lineshap c nvolut d with a Gau si n fu cti . Th second, calle SIDRA746
(SImulation DRive An lysis), c mpares th dat with the full simulation of he Z decay to747
two mu s in th CMS detector and p ovid s a way to directly modify the imul tion to b tter748
match the data. As these two met ods h ve different approaches t the me pr blem, he749
difference between r sults provide a us ful crosscheck and giv n sti at of a system-750
Figure 3.3: The muon misidentification pr bability in data (bl ck points) and im-
ulation (red shaded) for tracker muons (sof muons, left) a d global muons (tight
muons, right) as a function of hadron momentum fo pions (top), kaons (middle),
and prot ns (bottom) [28].
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Figure 16: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misiden-
tified as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function
of pseudorapidity. Only particles with p > 3GeV/c and NTracks < 4 are included. The uncer-
tainties indicated by the error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical
only.
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Figure 16: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misiden-
tified as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function
of pseudorapidity. Only particles with p > 3GeV/c and NTracks < 4 are included. The uncer-
tainties indicated by the error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical
only.
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Figure 16: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misiden-
tified as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) as a function
of pseudorapidity. Only particles with p > 3GeV/c and NTracks < 4 are included. The uncer-
tainties indicated by the error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical
only.
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Figure 16: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bott m) that are misiden-
tified as Soft Muons (left), Par cl -Flow Muons (centre or T ght Muons (right) as a function
of pseudorapidity. Only particles with p > 3GeV/c and NTracks < 4 are included. The uncer-
tainties indicated by the error b rs (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are stati tical
only.
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Figure 16: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misiden-
t fied as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (centre), or Tight Muons (right) s a funct on
of pseudorapidity. Only particles with p > 3GeV/c and NT acks < 4 are included. The uncer-
tainties indicated by the error bars (data) and shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statistical
only.
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Figure 16: The fractions of pions (top), kaons (centre), and protons (bottom) that are misiden-
tified as Soft Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (ce tre), or Tight Muons (rig t) s a functi n
of pseud rapidity. Only particles with p > 3GeV/c and NTracks < 4 are included. The un er-
tainties indicated by the er or bars (data) an shaded boxes (PYTHIA simulation) are statisti al
o ly.
atic uncertainty in the measurement. The results obtained with these methods are reported in751
Section 6.1.752
At high pT (Section 6.2), the resolution is determined by comparing cosmic-muon tracks recon-753
structed ind pendently in the upper an lower halves of the dete tor, while the scale bias is754
evaluated by using what is called the ”cosmics endpoint m thod”.755
6.1 Measurements at intermediate pT756
As previously mentioned, a sample of muons produced in the decays of Z bosons is well suited757
for measuring the muon mo entum scale and resolution in th intermediate range of rans-758
verse momentum, 20 < pT < 100G V/c. Muons from Z-boso decays are identified using the759
Figure 3.4: The mu misidentific tion probability in data (black points) and sim-
ulation (red shaded) for tracker muons (soft muons, left) and glob l muons (tight
muons, right) as a functi n of hadron eta for pi ns (top), kaons (middle), and pro-
tons (bottom) [28].
72
tron during its flight through the detector. These clusters must be combined with
a track reconstructed with a different algorithm than is discussed in Section 3.2 to
account for the severe scattering and radiation loss. These two components combined
can give a wealth of information about the electron itself, and can be used to remove
fake electron candidates.
The process begins with the clustering of energy deposits in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. The clustering algorithm used in particle flow is designed to be both
highly efficient for particles with low transverse momentum, and to separate clus-
ters from very close particles [29]. The clustering is performed separately for each
calorimeter sub detector. The first step of the process identifies locally high energy
deposits in the cells of the calorimeter (above 230 MeV in the barrel and 600 MeV
in the endcap), which are used as seeds for the clustering. Subsequently, additional
cells are added to the cluster if they are share a side with cells already added to the
cluster, and have an energy above a configurable threshold, which is currently set to
two standard deviations above the cell noise. This process is called topological clus-
tering. Finally, these topological clusters are combined to form particle flow clusters.
One particle flow cluster is meant to represent the total energy of a particle deposited
in the calorimeter, such as the seed cluster and brem clusters of an electron.
Electron reconstruction includes its own unique electron track reconstruction,
since the algorithm discussed in Section 3.2 does not adequately account for the
radiation loss of electrons moving through the tracker. Electron energy loss is mod-
eled by the Bethe-Heitler formula, which is non-Gaussian, and therefore unsuitable
for use in a Kalman track finding algorithm [23]. To account for this, electron track
reconstruction is performed using the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) algorithm. The
GSF algorithm approximates the Bethe-Heitler energy loss for electrons as a sum of
Gaussians, with each Gaussian being associated with its own Kalman filter [30]. Thus,
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each GSF track is actually composed of a weighted sum of Kalman tracks, depending
on the quality of each Kalman track compared to the hits in the sub detector. This
allows for GSF track parameters to be calculated in two different ways, using either
the weighted mean of the Kalman track parameters, or using the track parameters
from the Kalman track with the highest weight.
At CMS, GSF tracks are currently seeded using two approaches: an ECAL-seeded
approach and a track-seeded approach. The ECAL-seeded approach utilizes the fact
that any electron track must be accompanied by a cluster in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Starting with reconstructed electromagnetic clusters, the GSF ECAL
seeding algorithm forms a trajectory window from the cluster position down to the
inner layers of the pixel detector. Curved trajectory windows are used to account
for the electron charge, and two trajectory windows are formed for both positive and
negative tracks. These trajectory windows are used to find hits in the pixel detector
that are compatible with having come from the beam spot. The compatible pixel hits
are then used to form the trajectory seed used for the next steps of the GSF track
reconstruction.
The track-seeded approach utilizes the CTF tracks described in Section 3.2 to seed
the GSF track reconstruction. Though the CTF algorithm is not well suited for re-
constructing electron tracks, it will still find some component of the electron track, or
the entire track itself, in trajectory segments where the electron does not radiate too
much energy. Since GSF track finding is a time-consuming process, containing mul-
tiple Kalman track components, not all CTF tracks are used for GSF track seeding.
A two-part process is needed to preselect the CTF tracks for GSF track seeding. The
first step uses CTF tracks which successfully propagate from the interaction point to
the calorimeter, and is used for electrons which do not radiate much energy. An at-
tempt is made to match tracks with clusters in the ECAL using two variables: χ2geom
74
and the ratio between the cluster energy and the track momentum at the outermost
layer. The variable χ2geom is a variable that describes the geometric compatibility
between the calorimeter cluster and the track propagated to the calorimeter, given
by
χ2geom =
(
∆φ
σφ
)2
+
(
∆η
ση
)2
, (3.9)
which the sum of the differences of (η, φ) of the cluster position and the extrapolated
track position divided by their uncertainties squared. CTF tracks must have χ2geom <
10 and E/p > 0.65, 0.75 for tracks with pT less than or greater than 6 GeV.
CTF tracks failing the first selection step, either because they fail the cuts of the
first step or fail the ECAL propagation, are preselected by the second step, which
uses the number of CTF track hits and the CTF track normalized fit χ2 as selection
variables. The CTF tracks preselected by a second step are assumed to be poorly
fitted tracks, otherwise they would have passed the first step, and are thus expected
to have a lower number of hits or a higher normalized fit χ2 than tracks from other
sources. CTF tracks passing either step one or step two are used as trajectory seeds
for GSF track fitting.
The trajectory building follows a similar strategy as given in Section 3.2. One
difference involves the modeling of the energy loss for electrons, which is discussed
above in this section. Another key difference lies in the reduction in trajectory can-
didates when moving from one layer to the next. When moving to a compatible layer
that includes many hits, many candidate trajectories are tried in parallel, as with the
standard tracking algorithm. To choose which of these many candidates to move on
to the subsequent layers, rather than using a χ2 cut, the best two candidates, using
their χ2 value, are kept to propagate on. This is done to keep the efficiency to a
higher level than would be maintained with a cut on the fit χ2 [30].
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With both the calorimeter clusters and electron tracks reconstructed, the particle
flow algorithm combines them using a linking algorithm. To begin, the reconstructed
GSF track is propagated into the ECAL at a depth corresponding to the expected
electron shower profile. The GSF track is then linked to an ECAL cluster if the
extrapolated track position lies within the boundaries of a reconstructed cluster. This
cluster is designated as the seed cluster, defined as the cluster of energy due to the
electron impact with the calorimeter. Additionally, bremsstrahlung clusters are linked
to the track by using tangent lines from the track to the ECAL. Tangent lines are
used to mimic photons emitted from the track, which will move in a straight line
from emission point to the calorimeter. If the tangent line lies within a reconstructed
calorimeter cluster, the cluster is linked to the track as a brem cluster [29].
In spite of these implementations meant to improve the electron reconstruction,
the signal-to-background ratio is rather poor since charged hadrons can mimic the
electron signature in the ECAL, and are also accompanied by a reconstructed track.
In order to reduce this background, a preselection step must be implemented. In spite
of the similar signatures of electrons and charged hadrons, there are characteristic
variables, which provide separation between the electron signal and the reconstructed
fakes. These characteristic variables are given below [31].
• EECAL/pTrk: the ratio of the seed cluster energy in the ECAL to the outer
track momentum. Since electrons lose all of their energy in the ECAL, the
ratio should peak around 1, while for charged hadrons, which should only lose
part of their energy, the ratio will be closer to 0.
• χ2geom: the cluster-track position matching variable, given by equation (3.9).
• Number of hits per track.
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• |pinT − poutT |/pinT : Also known as the brem fraction, this is the difference between
the momentum at the interaction region and the momentum at the calorimeter
divided by the inner momentum. This variable describes the amount of energy
radiated by the track as it moves through the detector. Charged hadrons should
emit almost no energy, so the distribution should be close to 0.
• χ2GSF : the GSF track fit χ2.
• χ2CTF/χ2GSF : The ratio of the CTF track χ2 fit to the GSF track χ2 fit for the
given particle. Charged hadrons should see almost no improvement from the
GSF track fit, while electrons will generally have worse CTF χ2 values.
These variables are combined using a multivariate tool known as a Boosted Decision
Tree (BDT) in the TMVA framework [32]. To be considered an electron in the final
reconstruction, a candidate must have a BDT value greater than −0.1, though the
user is able to make tighter cuts to achieve greater purity. Figure 3.5 shows the
particle flow BDT distribution for different particles [33] .
3.5 Jet Reconstruction
Jets are defined as a cluster of particles moving in a common direction. Jets are typ-
ically composed of hadrons, and are due to strong interactions that occur within the
event. Thus, jets generally move in the direction of the original parton that created
them. At CMS, the jet reconstruction is performed using particles as reconstructed
in the particle flow framework. The previous sections in this chapter describe the
reconstruction of muons and electrons in this framework, but jet reconstruction re-
quires the reconstruction of additional particles: charged hadrons, neutral hadrons,
and photons (which come from the decay of pi0 mesons). This section will briefly dis-
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Figure 16: Output of the multivariate analysis for isolated electrons in a Z ! ee sample, for
non-isolated electrons in b jets and for pions. The histograms are normalised to unity.
the tracker acceptance |h| < 2.5. In b jet events, a 65% efficiency on electrons can be reached
with less than 1% of pion contamination. The slightly worse results in tt¯ events are due to the
larger boost of the jets. For jets with high momentum the ECAL clustering is not always able
to separate each particle contribution. The particle-flow super-clustering absorbs energy from
photons and other neutral hadrons and consequently the observables based on the track and
ECAL energy matching start to be degraded. In addition, the overlap of charged hadrons with
photons increases the probability to have fake ECAL-track links, thus worsening the charged
hadron rejection.
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Figure 17: Efficiency for non-isolated electrons from B hadron decay and pions in a b jet sample
pˆT[20  120] (a) and in tt¯ events (b). The red triangle markers represent different values of the
electron identification cut (BDT) applied, the default value (BDT output >  0.1) used in the
particle flow is indicated with a blue star while different cut-based optimisations developed for
isolated electrons are represented with black squares.
Figure 3.5: The particle flow BDT distribution for electrons from Z boson decay (blue
hashed), electrons from b quark decay (black), and background pions in b jets (red
hashed) from simulation.
cuss the reconstruction of charged and neutral hadrons, and photons in the particle
flow framework, and how all particles are clustered to form jets at CMS.
3.5.1 The Reconstruction of Charged and Neutral Hadrons,
and Photons
The reconstruction of photons and charged and neutral hadrons requires the use of
silicon tracks and calorimeter clusters, and knowledge of how each of these particles
interacts with the calorimeter. The particle flow reconstruction works to find these
three objects simultaneously with the idea being that any energy in the HCAL as-
sociated with a track must due to a charged hadron, while any remaining energy in
the HCAL (after accounting for charged hadrons) is due to a neutral hadron, and
likewise, any excess energy in the ECAL (after accounting for charged and neutral
hadrons) is due to a photon. This requires knowing how a charged hadron deposits
energy in both the ECAL and HCAL, how neutral hadrons deposit energy in both
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calorimeter components (and how that relates to the initial energy), and similarly
for photons in the ECAL. To obtain this information requires calibrating the ECAL
and HCAL response for charged hadrons, and calibrating separately how the excess
energy relates to both neutral hadrons and photons [29].
To begin the reconstruction, tracks that are not used for the muon and electron
reconstruction are propagated to the HCAL to be linked with a HCAL cluster. Sev-
eral tracks can be linked to the same hadronic cluster, which requires comparing the
total momenta of the linked tracks to the total energy of the cluster. An electro-
magnetic cluster may be linked to the track to account for energy deposited into the
ECAL. Successful linkage of tracks to calorimeter clusters leads to charged hadron
reconstruction. The track-calorimeter calibration is used to remove the total energy
contribution from charged hadrons. Next, excess unlinked HCAL clusters are linked
to nearby ECAL clusters whose energy distribution does not fit the profile of having
come from a photon. Unlinked HCAL clusters or HCAL-ECAL linked clusters form
neutral hadrons. The remaining ECAL clusters with a photon distribution profile are
finally used to reconstruct photons.
To perform the energy calibration, calorimeter test beam data is used, and is
refined with measurements from real data. The calibrated energy is found using the
function [29]
Ecalib = a+ b(E, η)EECAL + c(E, η)EHCAL, (3.10)
with a, b, c being coefficients depending on the pseudorapidity of the particle, and
E, an estimate of its true energy, taken from the momentum measurement from the
track, or the total calorimeter energy, whichever is highest. For a given value of a, b
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and c are found using a χ2 fit of the form
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
(Eicalib − Ei)2
σ2i (E
i
calib)
, (3.11)
with Ei and σi being the estimated true energy and expected energy resolution for the
ith charged hadron. The sum runs over all events and is separated for those particles
in the barrel versus endcap, and for particles which deposit energy only in the HCAL,
only in the ECAL, or in both.
3.5.2 The Reconstruction of Jets at CMS
As stated previously, jets are clusters of particles which move in a common direction.
It is generally helpful to visualize these jets as a set of particles contained within a
cone whose point is located at the interaction point. Jets are often reconstructed
with this cone convention in mind, with the center of the face of the cone being the
most energetic component of the jet (particle, calorimeter cell), and the direction
of the jet being the energy or momentum weighted average of the jet constituents
within the cone. There are many ways to reconstruct jets, adding new constituents
iteratively, or using fixed cones centered around energetic objects present in an event.
Each method comes with its own set of advantages and disadvantages. This section
will discuss how jets at CMS are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm.
Particles reconstructed in the particle flow framework (discussed in the previous
sections of this chapter) are used as inputs for the jet finding. In the anti-kT algo-
rithm, the reconstructed particles are clustered using a distance parameter, called dij.
The indices i and j can refer to an unclustered particle or a set of clustered particles,
called pseudojets. The anti-kT algorithm compares dij of object i and object j to
the distance between i and the beam, whose distance is diB. If dij is smaller than
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diB, then object i is clustered with object j, and the process continues with the next
object in the set. Otherwise, object i is removed from consideration for the current
cluster, but is saved for the formation of other clusters. The process continues until
no more objects are left for consideration, or no more clustering can be performed
[34]. The distance parameters are defined by
dij = min(k
−2
ti , k
−2
tj )
∆2ij
R2
, (3.12)
diB = k
−2
ti , (3.13)
∆2ij = (yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2, (3.14)
with kt, y, and φ being the transverse momentum, rapidity, and azimuth of the object.
The parameter R is a user input to the algorithm which describes the radius of the
cluster cone [34].
Due to the nature of its operation, the anti-kT algorithm will produce conical
jets in which soft particles will preferentially cluster around hard particles. Thus, the
addition of soft radiation does not affect the formation of jets. The anti-kT algorithm
also avoids the need for having a splitting and merging step for jets (a common pitfall
for other algorithms) by having the splitting and merging built into the algorithm
itself. This removes the ambiguity of which particle belongs to which jet.
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Chapter 4
B-Tagging Techniques at CMS
The term “b-tagging” is defined as techniques used to find (or “tag”) jets produced
from bottom quarks. Such jets are typically expected in new physics signatures. Thus,
the ability to find jets from bottom quarks, and suppress jets from other sources, is
a powerful tool at collider experiments. This chapter describes what distinguishes
bottom quark jets from other jets, the techniques used to tag these jets, and the tools
used to validate the performance of the algorithms.
4.1 Principles of b-Tagging
B-Tagging techniques utilize the physics of bottom quarks (b quarks) versus other
quarks. Bottom quarks are the second heaviest quark, with a mass of roughly 4
GeV[2]. Hadrons produced from bottom quarks decay via the weak process, through
the emission of a virtual W boson. Since the W boson emitted is off-shell, and the
decay of the bottom quark to lighter quark is CKM-suppressed (due to a factor of
|Vxb|2), bottom hadrons have relatively long lifetimes compared to other decaying
hadrons, traveling a measurable distance from the interaction region. Thus, particles
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Figure 4.1: Feynman Diagram of the weak decay B− → D0e−ν¯e.
appearing from bottom hadron decay will have higher impact parameters with respect
to the primary vertex than those particles which decay near, or are produced from,
the primary vertex. If enough charged particles are produced in the decay, it is
also possible to produce a secondary vertex, which has a significant decay length with
respect to the primary vertex. Another consequence of the weak decay is the presence
of semileptonic decays in bottom quark jets in much larger proportions compared to
their lighter counterparts (Fig. 4.1) [2].
Knowing the difference between b jets and light jets, what does it mean to “tag”
a jet? To tag a jet, a variable needs to be defined which utilizes some property
that discriminates b jets from other jets. This variable can be related to the impact
parameter of tracks, the distance between a secondary and primary vertex, or any
other suitable quantity. The value of this variable, called a discriminator, is calculated
for each jet, using the tracks associated to the jet, or some property of the jet itself.
Typically, the discriminator is defined such that a larger cut on the discriminator
value tends to be associated with jets that are b-like. The actual act of “tagging” is
making a cut on the discriminator value of jets in an event. Jets with discriminator
values that pass an applied cut are assumed to be b jets, and are said to be “b-
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tagged.” The analysis can then proceed with some level of confidence that the tagged
jets are b jets. This level of confidence depends on the tagging efficiency (the fraction
of actual b jets that pass a given discriminator cut) and the mistag rate (the fraction
of non-b jets passing a given discriminator cut). The goal of any b-tagger is to have
a much higher tagging efficiency than mistag rate. Both quantities depend on the
separation in the discriminator distributions between b and non-b jets, and the value
of the cut made on the discriminator itself.
4.2 Primary Vertex Reconstruction
An important ingredient of tagging b jets is knowing where the initial proton-proton
interaction took place. This is the purpose of primary vertex reconstruction. The
reconstruction uses charged particle tracks reconstructed from the silicon tracker.
These tracks must fulfill quality requirements to ensure a good reconstructed primary
vertex:
• Total number of pixel tracker layers with hits > 2,
• Total number of silicon tracker layers with hits > 5,
• Normalized χ2 for the track fit < 20.0,
• Impact parameter in the transverse plane with respect to the beamspot < 5.0
cm.
Selected tracks are then clustered based on their z-coordinate value for the point of
closest approach with respect to the beam line, using a method known as deterministic
annealing, a minimization optimization procedure which is an analog of annealing in
thermodynamics. For typical clustering by z-coordinate, the goal would be to find
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the cluster configuration which minimizes the overall χ2 of the system, given by
χ2 =
∑
ik
cik
(zi − zk)2
σ2i
, (4.1)
with zi, zk being the z-coordinate for track i and vertex k, σi being the measurement
uncertainty on zi, and cik being a matrix element which describes the track-to-vertex
association (cik = 1 when track i belongs to vertex k, cik = 0 otherwise). Deterministic
annealing replaces the matrix element cik with a probability pik, which can take
values between zero and one. The annealing then finds the most likely distribution
of assignment of tracks to vertices, using the principle of maximum entropy. The
total χ2 of the system is decreased gradually, while keeping the system in the highest
probability state, analogous to the cooling of an ensemble of particles in statistical
mechanics.
For deterministic annealing, the “energy” of track i attached to vertex k is defined
as
Eik =
(zi − zk)2
σ2i
, (4.2)
and the mean “energy” for the ensemble of tracks and vertices is
E =
∑
k
∑
i
piρkpikEik, (4.3)
with ρk being the cluster weight (defined below), and pik being the probability of
having track i belong to cluster k at “temperature” T . pi is a constant weight which
is used to describe the impact parameter of the track with respect to the beamspot,
given by
pi =
1
1 + e
IP2
σ2
IP
−d20
. (4.4)
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d0 is a user-defined cutoff for the weight. If d0 is set to 0, then pi is hard-coded to 1
by default [35].
The annealing occurs in two phases, the splitting phase and the assignment phase.
For the splitting phase, the annealing variables take on the following definitions and
constraints.
∑
k
ρkpik = 1, (4.5)∑
k
ρk = 1, (4.6)
pik =
e−Eik/T∑
k‘ ρk‘e
E
ik‘
/T
, (4.7)
zk =
∑
i pipikzi/σ
2
i∑
i pipik/σ
2
i
, (4.8)
ρk =
ρk
∑
i pipik∑
i pi
. (4.9)
During the splitting phase, the “temperature” T is cooled and the clusters begin
to split along the z-coordinate. Thus, the positions of the clusters are determined
along z. The splitting phase continues until T reaches a user-defined value of Tmin
[35]. Then, the assignment phase begins, which assigns tracks to the variously formed
clusters, following equations similar to those defined above, but with ρk = 1. The
assignment process proceeds until T = 1 [35].
Once the clusters of tracks are formed, vertices are formed from the clusters using
the adaptive vertex finder, a vertexing algorithm that uses annealing procedures very
similar to deterministic annealing. The adaptive vertex finder is a least-squares vertex
fitter at heart, but it assigns a weight to each track associated to the vertex, defined
as
wi(χ
2
i ) =
eχ
2
i /2T
eχ
2
i /2T + eσ
2
cut/2T
. (4.10)
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σcut is a user-defined parameter for which wi = 0.5. The vertex weight may be
interpreted as a track-to-vertex association probability, and the vertex fit becomes a
minimization of a weighted least-squares fitter. As a result, the vertex fitter gives a
higher weight to tracks most likely to have come from a common vertex, and reduces
the weight of potential outlier tracks [36].
The final step in primary vertex reconstruction is the ordering step. The vertices
are ordered according to the sum of the square of the transverse momentum (
∑
p2T ) of
the tracks associated with them. It is assumed that the vertex with the highest
∑
p2T
is the primary interaction vertex, and it is this vertex which is referred to throughout
the remaining sections as the primary vertex. Figure 4.2 shows the resulting primary
vertex reconstruction efficiency versus number of vertex tracks, as measured in 7 TeV
data and simulation samples. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting primary vertex position
resolution versus number of tracks. The resulting efficiency and resolution are quire
good, especially compared to the decay lengths of long lived particles, such as those
discussed in this section.
4.3 B-Tagging with Displaced Tracks
Having found the primary vertex, b-tagging can proceed through the use of displaced
tracks and the reconstruction of secondary vertices. To begin the process, tracks
are associated to reconstructed jets using the quantity ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2, with η
and φ for both track and jet defined with respect to the primary vertex. For the
default reconstruction configuration, it is required that ∆R < 0.5. The tracks then
go through a selection process to ensure quality b-tagging. The criteria for selected
tracks are [37]
• Track transverse momentum > 1.0 GeV,
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Figure 21: Primary vertex resolution in x (a) and z (b) as a function of the number of tracks, for
two different kinds of events with tracks of different average transverse momentum.
Figure 22: Primary vertex efficiency as a function of the number of tracks in a cluster, measured
in minimum bias data and simulation.
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Figure 4.2: The primary vertex reconstruction efficiency vs number of vertex tracks
for 7 TeV data and simulation [23].
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Figure 21: Primary vertex resolution in x (a) and z (b) as a function of the number of tracks, for
two different kinds of events with tracks of different average transverse momentum.
Figure 22: Primary vertex efficiency as a function of the number of tracks in a cluster, measured
in minimum bias data and simulation.
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Figure 4.3: The primary vertex position resolution vs number of vertex tracks for
both the x (left) and z (right) positions for 7 TeV data and simulation [23].
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• Track fit normalized χ2 < 5.0,
• Number of track pixel hits > 1,
• Number of track silicon hits > 7,
• Track impact parameter in the transverse plane with respect to the primary
vertex < 0.2 cm,
• Track impact parameter in the longitudinal plane with respect to the primary
vertex < 17.0 cm.
Once tracks are selected, a quantity called the signed impact parameter signifi-
cance is calculated. The impact parameter for a track with respect to the primary
vertex is defined as the distance between the point of closest approach (pca) of the
track to the primary vertex (pv) and the vertex itself:
IP = | ~pca− ~pv|, (4.11)
with both ~pca and ~pv being position vectors for each point with respect to the detector
origin.
For b-tagging, the impact parameter is calculated in the transverse plane, or in
three dimensions. Due to the long lifetime of b hadrons, tracks from their decay are
expected to have larger impact parameters than tracks from lighter jets. However,
the impact parameter quantity itself does not necessarily provide a good handle for
whether or not a track came from a displaced decay, since large impact parameters
can also be a result of a poorly resolved track or primary vertex. A better descriptor
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is the impact parameter significance, defined as
IPS =
IP
σIP
, (4.12)
with IP being the impact parameter value, and σIP being the uncertainty of the
IP value. The IP significance describes how significant the distance from the track
pca to the primary vertex really is. b Jets will contain more significantly distant
tracks than their lighter counterparts. Finally, a sign can be added to the impact
parameter significance, which describes whether or not the track in question came
from a decay which was upstream (in the direction of) the jet direction, or downstream
of that direction. From physical principles, tracks from b decay should not only
have tracks significantly distant from the interaction point, they should also come
from a decay moving in the direction of the jet itself, since the jet would not exist
without the presence of the bottom quark. However, lighter jets, which will have
tracks from the interaction vertex primarily associated to it, will have tracks with
random orientations. Thus, the inclusion of the sign becomes a powerful discriminator
between b jets and light quark jets. To obtain this sign, the dot product between the
jet direction and a vector pointing from the primary vertex to the track pca is used.
SIPS =
~pca · ~jet
| ~pca · ~jet|
IP
σIP
. (4.13)
The distribution for the signed impact parameter significance (Fig. 4.4) will be sym-
metric about zero for light quark jets, but will be asymmetric toward the positive
region for b jets. Figure 4.5 shows a sample signed impact parameter distribution
for the third highest SIPS track associated to a jet, which shows a clear distinction
between b jets and light (udsg) jets.
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1 Introduction
Various b-taggers are used in CMS which benefit from the long lifetime, high mass and large
momentum fraction of b-hadrons produced in b quark jets, as well as on the presence of soft
leptons from semi-leptonic b-decays [1–4]. The Track Counting tagger relies on charged parti-
cle tracks with a large 3D impact parameter, IP [1]. Impact parameters can be signed as positive
(negative) if the associated tracks are produced downstream (upstream) with respect to the pri-
mary interaction vertex (see Figure 1). As already studied at Tevatron [5], tracks with negative
impact parameters can be used to evaluate the tagging efficiency from light (uds) quark and
gluon jets.
Hereafter, when applied to udsg-jets, the tagging efficiency is denoted mistag efficiency. When
applied to jets of any flavour but using only negative IP tracks, the corresponding tagging
efficiency is denoted negative tag rate.
track
track
jet axis
IP
?
primary vertex
Figure 1: Illustration of the sign of the impact parameter of a track: the sign is positive (neg-
ative) if the angle θ between the impact parameter direction and the jet axis is smaller (larger)
than 90◦.
2 Event reconstruction and selection
The reconstruction of jets, tracks and primary vertex, the association of tracks to jets and the
computation of their signed 3D impact parameter are as described in reference [1]. The charged
particle tracks are selected by requiring: number of pixel tracker hits ≥ 2; number of sili-
con+pixel tracker hits ≥ 8; transverse momentum pT > 1 GeV; χ2/do f < 5; transverse impact
parameter < 0.2 cm; signed decay length (see [1]) < 5 cm; distance to the jet axis (see [1])
< 0.07 cm. The reconstructed energy of the jets are corrected in order to agree on average with
their simulated value. A selection on this corrected pT > 20 GeV is applied.
Different Monte Carlo samples produced with a full simulation of the CMS detector and a per-
fect tracker alignment and calorimeter calibration are used. The mistag efficiency is evaluated
from about 3.4M QCD events generated in various pˆT bins ranging from 20 to 600 GeV. About
400kW+jets events and 1.2M tt¯ events have been processed for comparison purpose. A flavour
is assigned to each jet according to the Monte Carlo truth [6].
Figure 4.4: The signed impact parameter significance for a track associated to a jet.
The track shown here has positive impact parameter significance. Negative signed
impact parameter significance values are obtained for tracks with θ > pi/2.
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Figure 4.5: The signed impact parameter significance distribution for the third highest
SIPS track associated to a jet. The points represent data, while the filled regions
represent simulation (red = bottom jets, green = charm jets, blue = udsg jets) [37].
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Using the signed impact parameter significance, a simplistic b-tagger, called the
Track Counting tagger, can be defined. For this tagger, the jet-associated tracks are
placed in descending order with respect to their signed impact parameter significance.
Thus, the most significant tracks in the jet are first, and the least significant are
last. The Track Counting tagger then makes a cut on the signed impact parameter
significance of the nth track, the implication being that by making such a cut, one is
counting how many tracks within the jet have an impact parameter significance above
some value. Within CMS, two versions of this tagger are defined (Figure 4.6): the
TrackCountingHighEfficiency tagger, which cuts on the impact parameter significance
of the second track (n = 2), and the TrackCountingHighPurity tagger, which cuts on
the third track (n = 3).
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Figure 4.6: The TrackCountingHighEfficiency (left) and TrackCountingHighPurity
(right) discriminator distributions [37].
The notion of the signed impact parameter significance of a track can be recon-
ceptualized into a variable called track probability. Track probability indicates with
what probability a track came from the primary vertex, given its signed impact pa-
rameter significance. The probability distribution functions (PDFs) are computed
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using a sample of tracks in data likely to have come from the primary vertex, which
is obtained by using tracks with negative signed impact parameter significance. The
distributions are assumed to be the same for positive-signed tracks. To account for
differences in PDF shape due to track quality, different PDFs are computed for tracks
assigned to different quality classes. These classes are formed using the following vari-
ables [38].
• Number of pixel detector hits,
• |η| of the track,
• Momentum p of the track,
• Normalized χ2 of the track fit.
The track probability is then defined as [38]
Ptr(S) =
∫ ∞
|S|
PDF(x) dx, (4.14)
with S being the signed impact parameter significance of the track.
Track probability is important because it allows for the development of a tagger
using information from all tracks in a jet, rather than just a single track. At CMS,
these taggers are called the Jet Probability taggers. Two forms of these taggers exist
at CMS: the JetProbability tagger, and the JetBProbability Tagger (Fig. 4.7). Both
taggers follow the same principles, but the JetBProbability tagger gives more weight
to the four highest signed impact parameter significant tracks. For both taggers, the
track probability is converted to a jet probability, using the equation [38]
Pjet = Π ·
N−1∑
j=0
(− ln Π)j
j!
, (4.15)
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with
Π =
N∏
i=1
max(Ptr(i), 0.005) (4.16)
being the product of probabilities of tracks associated to the jet. The cutoff value of
0.005 is introduced to avoid having tracks with probabilities close to zero spoiling the
jet probability, though this leads to saturation peaks in the final discriminator [38].
Finally, the JetProbability discriminator is defined at [38]
DJP = − log(Pjet)/4, (4.17)
and the JetBProability discriminator is defined as
DJBP = − log(P alljet)/4− log(P 4Trksjet )/4, (4.18)
with P 4Trksjet being the jet probability using only the four tracks with highest proba-
bility. If less than four jet tracks exist, then all the jet tracks are used.
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Figure 4.7: The JetProbability (left) and JetBProbability (right) discriminator dis-
tributions [37].
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4.4 B-Tagging with Secondary Vertices
With tracks associated to a jet, it is also possible to reconstruct secondary vertices
within the jet. Secondary vertices are defined as any vertices reconstructed outside
of, or away from, the primary vertex. The presence of secondary vertices are a sign
of particles with significant lifetime. Thus, secondary vertices within jets are a sign
of b jets. Another powerful reason for the use of secondary vertices in b tagging is
due to a side effect of b decays. From CKM theory, b hadrons will predominately
decay to c hadrons, which themselves also have significant lifetimes. Thus, b jets have
the potential to have two secondary vertices, and a great chance that at least one of
them will be found in the reconstruction, making secondary vertex reconstruction
very useful for b tagging.
To begin secondary vertex reconstruction, tracks are associated to jets, and are
selected, as described in Section 4.3. To improve the quality of secondary vertices
that are reconstructed, and reduce the fake rate, additional cuts are applied to the
selected tracks [38]:
• ∆R between track and jet < 0.3,
• Distance of closest approach between track and jet < 0.07 cm.
The vertex reconstruction is performed using the adaptive vertex fitter, which is
described in Section 4.2, but in an iterative manner. All selected jet-associated tracks
are used to reconstruct a vertex. Those tracks which have a weight of 0.5 with respect
to the reconstructed vertex (see equation (4.10)) are removed from the list, and the
remainder of tracks are used to find a new vertex. The process continues until no
more tracks remain, or a valid vertex cannot be found with the remaining tracks.
The first attempt at reconstructing a vertex from jet-associated tracks is assumed
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to be rediscovering the primary vertex (where many of the tracks will come from),
and σcut = 1.8 in equation (4.10), and subsequent vertex reconstruction attempts use
σcut = 6.0. The initial vertex fit also includes the beam spot position as a constraint to
avoid, as much as possible, the association of secondary vertex tracks to the primary
vertex. These cuts are selected to increase the b decay vertex finding efficiency, and
immediately remove tracks highly compatible with the primary vertex [38].
Having reconstructed secondary vertices, further selection cuts are applied [38]:
• Fraction of secondary vertex tracks shared with the primary vertex < 0.65,
• Distance between secondary vertex and beam spot in the transverse plane < 2.5
cm,
• ∆R between the secondary vertex flight direction, and the jet axis < 0.5,
• For two-track vertices, the invariant mass of the vertex is not within the Ks
mass window: mKs = 0.5± 0.05 GeV,
• 2D decay length significance (Dxy/σDxy) with respect to the primary vertex
> 3.0,
• Dxy > 0.1 mm.
These cuts are defined to select significantly distant secondary vertices, while remov-
ing vertices composed of primary vertex tracks which failed the initial vertex fit, and
long-lived decays that commonly occur in light jets: Ks and Λ hadrons, or other
two-track processes, such as photon conversion to an e+e− pair.
CMS has two simple secondary vertex taggers which utilize the three-dimensional
decay length significance of the secondary vertex relative to the primary vertex as
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input for their discriminators, given by [38]
DSSV = log
(
1 +
D3D
σ3D
)
. (4.19)
What distinguishes these two taggers is the number of tracks associated with the sec-
ondary vertex. The more efficient tagger, called the SimpleSecondaryVertexHighEffi-
ciency (SSVHE) tagger, requires secondary vertices to have at least two tracks, while
the other, the SimpleSecondaryVertexHighPurity (SSVHP) tagger, requires three-
track vertices (Fig. 4.8). One can note the relative fraction of b jets is much larger
for the high purity case than the high efficiency.
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Figure 4.8: The SimpleSecondaryVertexHighEfficiency (left) and SimpleSec-
ondaryVertexHighPurity (right) discriminator distributions [37].
While very powerful, the simple secondary vertex taggers suffer from an inherent
limitation of not being fully efficient in finding b jets, due to decays which lack the
requisite number of tracks for vertex reconstruction, tracks from decay which fail the
track selection cuts, or vertices which fail the vertex selection cuts. This is not ideal,
as it would be useful to have a tagger which is capable of finding b jets with 100%
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efficiency. In addition, it is useful to develop a tagger that reduces the mistag rate,
while still being highly efficient. This led to the development of the combined sec-
ondary vertex tagger. At its heart, it is a secondary vertex tagger, but it utilizes more
information obtained from the vertex to increase the discrimination power between
b jets and light jets. To make the tagger fully efficient, it uses information from the
jet-associated tracks alone, when a reconstructed vertex is not present.
The combined secondary vertex tagger places a given jet into one of three cate-
gories [37]:
• RecoVertex: The jet contains a valid, reconstructed secondary vertex.
• PseudoVertex: The jet contains no reconstructed secondary vertex, but contains
enough high impact parameter significant tracks (2D signed impact parameter
significance > 2.0 cm) that can be treated as though they form a vertex.
• NoVertex: The jet contains no reconstructed vertex, or not enough high impact
parameter tracks.
Based on whichever category the jet falls, different variables (Fig. 4.9) may be calcu-
lated for use with the combined tagger [37]:
• 2D flight distance significance (RecoVertex).
• ∆R between the vertex flight direction and jet axis (RecoVertex): real secondary
vertices will tend to be collinear with the jet axis, whereas fake or bad vertices
will tend to be more random.
• Vertex mass (RecoVertex, PseudoVertex): The invariant mass of the vertex as-
suming all of the tracks are pions. A correction is applied to recover momentum
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lost due to invisible particles by using the transverse momentum pT of the mo-
mentum sum vector of the vertex tracks with respect to the vertex fight vector.
The final equation for the mass is given by
Mcorr =
√
M2raw + p
2
T + |pT |. (4.20)
• Number of vertex tracks (RecoVertex, PseudoVertex).
• Vertex energy ratio (RecoVertex, PseudoVertex): the energy ratio of the vertex
tracks with respect to all tracks associated to the jet.
• |ηrel| of all vertex tracks (RecoVertex, PseudoVertex): the pseudorapidity of
each vertex track with respect to the jet axis.
• 2D signed IP significance of the first track above the charm threshold (RecoVer-
tex, PseudoVertex): The jet-associated tracks are ordered by 2D IP significance.
The invariant mass of the tracks are computed, adding one track at a time. 2D
IP significance of the first track to lift the invariant mass above 1.5 GeV (the
charm threshold) is used.
• Number of selected tracks in the jet (all categories).
• 3D signed impact significance of all selected tracks (all categories).
PDFs are formed for each variable, for each category where the variable applies, in
bins of pT and |η| defined by divisions of pT = 40, 60, 90, 150 GeV and |η| = 1.2, 2.1.
The pdfs are then combined into a likelihood ratio, using the function [37]
LRb,c,udsg =
Lb
Lb + Lc,udsg (4.21)
L =
∏
i
pb,c,udsg(xi) (4.22)
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Figure 4.9: The vertex mass (left), vertex energy ratio (middle), and IP significance
above charm threshold (right) distributions [37].
with pb,c,udsg(x) being the PDF value at x that the jet is a b, c, or light (udsg) jet.
The likelihood ratio is computed twice to determine the likelihood the jet is b vs c,
and b vs udsg. These two values are then combined to form the combined secondary
vertex discriminator [37]:
DCSV = 0.75Lb,udsg + 0.25Lb,c. (4.23)
The values of 0.75 and 0.25 for the flavor composition of the discriminator comes
from the flavor composition of hadronic tt¯ decays. The use of categories allows for all
jet information to be used in the discrimination, and the use of a likelihood allows
for better separation between the jet flavors, so that the mistag rate is reduced (Fig.
4.10).
Figure 4.11 shows the b-tagging performance versus the non-b mistag rate for the
impact parameter and secondary vertex-based b-taggers.
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Figure 6: Performance curves obtained from simulation for the algorithms described in the text:
(a) light-flavour jet and (b) c-jet efficiencies as a function of the b-jet efficiency.
2011 were not found to cause any relevant degradation of the performance.314
Because of the luminosity profile of the 2011 data the number of proton collisions taking place315
simultaneously in one bunch crossing was of the order of 5 to 20 depending on the time period.316
Although these additional collisions increase the total number of tracks in the event, the track317
selection is able to reject tracks from nearby primary vertices. The multiplicity distribution of318
selected tracks is almost independent of the number of primary vertices as shown in Fig. 7319
(a) with an indication of a slightly lower tracking efficiency in events with high pileup. The320
rejection of the additional tracks is mainly due to the requirement on the distance of the tracks321
with respect to the jet axis, a selection criterion that is very efficient for the rejection of tracks322
from pileup. The reconstruction of track parameters is also hardly affected; the distribution of323
the second-highest IP significance is stable, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). The impact of high pileup324
on the b-tagging performance is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the light-flavour mistagging325
rate versus the b-tagging efficiency for the TCHP and SSVHP algorithms. The changes are326
concentrated in the regions of very high purity. In order to focus on the changes due to the327
b-tagging algorithms, the performance curves have been compared using a jet pT threshold of328
60GeV/c at the generator level.329
5 Efficiency measurement with multijet events330
For the b-tagging algorithms to be used in physics analyses, it is crucial to know the efficiency331
for each algorithm to select genuine b jets. There are a number of techniques that can be applied332
to CMS data to measure the efficiencies in situ, and thus reduce the reliance on simulations. If333
event distributions fromMC simulationmatch those observed in data reasonably well, then the334
simulation can be used for a wide range of topologies after applying corrections determined335
from specific data samples. Corrections can be applied to simulated events using a scale fac-336
tor SFb, defined as the ratio of the efficiency measuremed with collision data to the efficiency337
found in the equivalent simulated samples using MC generator-level information to identify338
the jet flavour. Furthermore, the measurement techniques used for data are also applied to the339
simulation in order to validate the different algorithms.340
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Figure 4.11: The b-tagging fficiency versus on-b mistag rate for both light quark
(a) and c quark (b) jets for the impact parameter and secondary vertex-based taggers
[40].
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4.5 B-Tagging with Soft Leptons
Due to the weak nature of b hadron decays, it is also possible to tag b jets using
soft (low pT ) leptons (e, µ) within jets. The branching ratios of b quarks to leptons
gives an a priori estimate of the maximal b-tagging efficiency. The branching ratio
for the process b → lνX is 10.69 ± 0.22% [2]. There is an additional contribution
from the semileptonic cascade decay b→ c→ lνX, which is 9.6±0.4% [2], for a total
maximum tagging efficiency of 20.29± 0.45% per b jet.
However, these are not the only sources of reconstructed leptons in jets. Pions
in jets can fake muons by punching through to the muon detector and leaving hits
associated with a track, thus being reconstructed as a muon. Pions can also leave a
signature in the electromagnetic calorimeter similar to electrons, and be incorrectly
reconstructed as such. Real decays from non-b sources also contribute to the soft
lepton tagging background. Hadrons from c quarks also decay weakly, and will also
provide a natural source of leptons. Also, neutral pions can provide real electrons
through the decay pi0 → eeγ, and the much more dominant decay of pi0 → γγ, which
can contribute electrons through photon conversion.
To reduce the background, and make a more effective b-tagger with leptons, it
is necessary to develop a discriminator variable, as with the case of tracks and sec-
ondary vertices. A natural discriminator for leptons is the signed impact parameter
significance (Fig. 4.12), since both electron and muon are a track produced from a b
decay.
A second discriminator for soft lepton b-tagging is a quantity called pT,Rel, defined
as the transverse momentum of the lepton with respect to the original b hadron
direction (Fig. 4.13). Since the b hadronization carries with it a large fraction of the
original parton momentum, the reconstructed jet direction may be used to represent
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Figure 4.12: The 3D signed impact parameter significance for electrons (left) and
muons (right) [37].
the b hadron direction to good approximation. Due to the much larger mass of b
hadrons compared to hadrons from other quarks (∼ 5 GeV for b hadrons vs. ∼ 2
GeV for c hadrons and ∼ 0.1 GeV for udsg hadrons), the pT,Rel from a b hadron decay
should be larger than for lighter hadron decays.
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Figure 4.13: The pT,Rel distribution for electrons (left) and muons (right) [37].
CMSSW currently implements both lepton discriminators as taggers in its recon-
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struction software. For both leptons, ∆R < 0.4 is required between the lepton and jet
directions [37]. Due to the very low background, muons may fulfill very lax selection
criteria, requiring only that the muon is reconstructed using the global muon recon-
struction algorithm. Due to higher background from fake sources, electrons must
withstand more stringent selection. These values were chose to maximize the signal
significance of b-jets tagged from electrons compared to jets tagged from fake electron
sources. The concept of signal significance is discussed in greater detail in Section
5.1.
• For soft electrons in the barrel:
– electron pT > 2.0 GeV.
– ∆R between electron super cluster and track < 0.017.
– 0.05 < Electron supercluster energy / electron track momentum < 2.28
– ParticleFlow mva discriminator > −0.1
• For soft electrons in the endcap:
– electron pT > 2.0 GeV.
– ∆R between electron super cluster and track < 0.006.
– Inverse brem fraction < 7.0 (see Section 3.4).
– ParticleFlow mva discriminator > −0.24.
As stated earlier in this section, the maximum tagging efficiency using soft leptons
is ∼ 20%, which can make the method appear unattractive compared to the taggers
discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4. However, there are instances in which tagging with
soft leptons can be very useful. Soft lepton tagging provides information about the
charge or flavor of the original b hadron, depending on whether the hadron is charged
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or neutral. This can be useful in measuring the charge of the top quark [41], or in
analyzing CP violation in neutral B mesons [42]. Soft lepton tagging can also provide
a highly orthogonal sample to an analysis primarily using secondary vertex tagging
since soft lepton decays will not produce a reconstructed secondary vertex in many
cases. Analyses using soft lepton tagging are also orthogonal to each other, provided
they do not use the same lepton, since the probability of having two soft lepton tags
between two b jets is low.
4.6 Validation of B-Tagging Algorithms
The previous sections in this chapter discuss the expected behavior of b-tagging algo-
rithms implemented at CMS, both in how these algorithms work and their discrimi-
nator distributions per jet flavor. An analyzer wishing to use one of these b-taggers
needs to have a high level of confidence the tagger is working as expected. To ensure
this confidence is justified, the CMS b-tagging physics object group (POG) has im-
plemented a set of software packages which reproduces the histograms shown above
(along with many more), and allows for the comparison of these distributions between
CMS software releases to determine if any unexpected differences exist, and by what
degree any known software changes implemented affect the b-tagging. This section
describes the process of validating the b-tagging algorithms.
The b-tagging validation software utilizes a CMS software framework known as
data quality monitoring (DQM). This DQM framework provides the ability to produce
histograms for reconstructed objects on the fly (Section 2.2.7). DQM provides tools
for producing histograms for online and offline settings. Histograms are produced
online during central shifts that monitor detector performance during data taking.
The online histograms are produced using output from various components of the
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detector itself. By looking at the histograms as they are produced per run, a shifter
can make the decision of whether a run, or sections of the run, need to be flagged
as bad based on detector performance. Histograms are produced offline once the
offline reconstruction has run. The offline histograms are then used by a validator
to determine if the reconstruction is producing reasonable output compared to some
standard expectation. The b-tag validation falls into the offline DQM category. If
differences appear in the b-tag histograms, the validator must then determine the
cause of these difference. Since b-tagging takes output from many pieces of the
reconstruction chain as input, it is important for the validator to be aware of any
changes made in the reconstruction code, and how these changes may impact b-
tagging performance.
The b-tagging validation package is capable of running on both data and simula-
tion samples, and produces the same set of histograms for both cases. However, the
validation package can produce histograms for the different jet flavors (b,c, and udsg),
since the generator level information is available. The list of histograms produced by
the validation suite is given below [43].
• non-b jet efficiency vs b jet efficiency (simulation): The fraction of non-b jets
which pass a given discriminator at a given cut are plotted vs the fraction of b
jets which pass the same cut. This plot is made separately for c and udsg jets,
and for each discriminator listed in the previous sections of this chapter.
• efficiency vs discriminator cut (simulation): The fraction of jets of a given flavor
that pass a given cut for a given discriminator. The plot is made separately for
b, c, and udsg jets, and for each discriminator listed in the previous sections of
this chapter.
• discriminator (data, simulation): The discriminator histogram for the b-taggers
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discussed previously.
• input variables (data, simulation): Each tagger takes given variables (signed
impact parameter significance, secondary vertex decay length, secondary vertex
mass, etc.) as input. Each of these input variables are plotted.
• tag correlation plots (data, simulation): The tag discriminators are plotted
against each other, two at a time, to look for correlations between them. If
requested, profile histograms are also produced.
The validation package also allows for these histograms to be produced in bins of jet
pT and |η| to examine b-tagging dependence in different regions of detector and phase
space (Fig. 4.14).
Figure 4.14: The non-b jet vs b jet efficiency (left), efficiency vs discriminator cut
(middle), and discriminator (right) plots for the combined secondary vertex tagger.
Black dots represent c jets, red dots represent udsg jets, and green dots represent b
jets.
For the purpose of release validation, histograms are produced on two types of
datasets. For validation with data, there are the ValSkim datasets, which are pro-
duced from a very small subset of a single run of data taking. To be used in the
ValSkim dataset, the data must have been taken during a period where all sub de-
tectors are marked as “good,” and when there are good collisions taking place. For
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validation with simulation, release validation (relval) samples are produced. These
samples contain a small number of events (∼ 9000), so they may be produced quickly.
Multiple event processes are produced to accommodate the many POGs at CMS. For
validating b-tagging software, the relval tt¯ and QCD samples are used, since they
both contain b jets, but are expected to have jets at different multiplicities.
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Chapter 5
Soft Electron Tagging
The previous chapter describes what b-tagging means at CMS, and demonstrates
that there are many ways to tag b jets. This analysis focuses on tagging b jets using
the presence of soft electrons within jets. This alone does not fully describe how
the tagging process works, since it has not yet been stated what the quality of the
electrons is, what the kinematic requirements are, or how the discriminators discussed
in Section 4.5 are used. This chapter will define the soft electron tagger used in this
analysis, describe the process used to develop this definition, and how the resulting
tagging efficiency is measured.
5.1 Tagger Definition
The electrons used for tagging come from the Particle Flow reconstruction, as de-
scribed in Section 3.4. These electrons are chosen because of the demonstrated ability
of the algorithm to find low momentum electrons in non-isolated environments, as
is required for tagging b jets. To increase the likelihood the electron comes from a
hadron decay, the tagging electron is required to be within ∆R < 0.4 of a jet fulfilling
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the selection criteria given in Section 6.2.1. Additionally, the larger mass of B hadrons
compared to those from lighter quarks means electrons from b decay will have higher
transverse momentum than those produced from lighter sources. To accommodate
this, a cut of pT > 5.0 GeV is applied to tagging electrons. This pT requirement is low
in comparison to many analyses looking for isolated electrons from prompt sources,
which generally require pT > 20 GeV or more.
Even with the selection cuts previously discussed, there is still some allowance
for more stringent selection to increase the purity of tt¯ events over the background.
Three variables which can be used to achieve this goal are
• Particle Flow electron mva (see Section 3.4).
• electron pT,Rel (see Section 4.5).
• electron signed impact parameter significance (see Section 4.5).
The utility of these variables can be determined by calculating how cuts on these
variables (or any combination of these variables) affects the signal significance, defined
as
S(x) =
NS(x)√
NS(x) +NB(x)
, (5.1)
with NS,B(x) being the number of signal and background events passing a cut at x
of a given variable. x can also represent a set of variables, in which case x becomes ~x
and the significance is calculated for a given cut in the ~x parameter space. The goal
is to find the cut, or set of cuts ~p, which maximize S:
∂S
∂~x
∣∣∣∣
~x=~p
= 0. (5.2)
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Since the functional forms of NS,B(~x) are often not known a priori, the typical method
for finding the maximum significance is to count the number of signal and background
events passing an applied cut in simulation, and plotting S as a function of ~x.
Figure 5.1 shows the distributions for the electron mva, pT,Rel and signed impact
parameter significance for both data and simulation (simulation weighted to data
luminosity) and the resulting signal significance as a function of discriminator value.
The event selection for these plots is given in Section 6.2.1. Given the tightness of
the event selection cuts already in place, there is no significance gain by using either
of the three discriminators, and thus, no additional cut is applied.
5.2 Tagging Efficiency
Given the selection found in the previous section, the next step is to calculate the
tagging efficiency. For this analysis, the tagging efficiency is calculated using a tt¯
simulation sample. To account for differences between data and simulation, a data-
to-simulation scale factor is applied. The scale factor is determined by calculating
the soft electron reconstruction efficiency in both data and Monte Carlo samples.
The reconstruction efficiency is estimated by comparing the number of B meson
decays that result in soft electrons versus soft muons. This method works by using the
semileptonic branching fraction of B mesons. For any decay, the branching fraction
is defined empirically as
ΓX→Y =
NTotalX→Y
NTotalX
=
NObsX→Y
NTotalX AX→Y XY
, (5.3)
with NTotal/Obs being the total/observed number of decays, AX→Y being the accep-
tance of the X → Y process, and X/Y being the reconstruction efficiencies of X/Y.
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Figure 5.1: Discriminator distribution (left) and signal significance plots (right) for
soft electrons in events selected for a tt¯ analysis (Section 6.2.1). Simulation is nor-
malized to data luminosity.
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Comparing the branching ratio of X → Y and X → Z, using equation (5.3), then
ΓX→Y
ΓX→Z
=
NObsX→Y
NObsX→Z
AX→Z
AX→Y
Z
Y
(5.4)
is obtained. Notice that X and N
Total
X cancels out when taking the ratio. Using the
decay B → Dlν, with l = e, µ, and knowing the ratio of the branching fractions for
the B → Dlν process is 1 [2], equation (5.4) becomes
e = µ
NObsB→Deν
NObsB→Dµν
AB→Dµν
AB→Deν
. (5.5)
Thus, the reconstruction efficiency for electrons from B meson decay can be estimated
by using the muon reconstruction efficiency, and the relative ratios of the observed
B decays. The acceptance quantities are calculated using simulation. The muon
reconstruction efficiency, µ, and the N
Obs
B→Dlν quantities are calculated using data,
and the methods used are discussed below. The data samples used to calculate these
quantities are listed in Section 3.1.
To find the number of observed B decays for each lepton, it is necessary to recon-
struct the B decay vertices. A specific decay channel is selected for the reconstruction,
which is
B0 → D∗(2010)−l+νl,
D∗(2010)− → D¯0pi−,
D¯0 → K+pi−.
This decay leaves a lepton and three charged hadrons in the final state. The branching
ratio for the B meson decay above is 4.95±0.110%. The branching ratios for the decay
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of the excited charged and neutral D mesons are 67.7± 0.500% and 3.88± 0.0500%,
giving a branching ratio for the overall process of 0.130± 0.00350%.
To reconstruct the B meson, each of the decays listed above are reconstructed
sequentially. First, the neutral D meson is found by forming a vertex from the tracks
of two charged hadrons. The mass of the D meson is used as a kinematic constraint
in the vertex fit [26], which is 1.86 ± 0.0013 GeV [2]. Next, the excited D meson is
reconstructed using the resulting neutral D meson vertex and a third charged hadron,
using the mass difference between the excited and neutral D mesons as a kinematic
constraint, which is 0.145 ± 0.0000100 GeV [2]. Finally, the B meson vertex is fit
with the excited D meson and a lepton. Since the neutrino from the B decay is
undetectable, the mass of the B vertex will not be the true B mass, so no constraint
is applied.
Each of the reconstructed objects used in the above reconstruction must pass the
following selection cuts.
• Charged Hadrons:
– The charged hadrons must be PFChargedHadrons (Section 3.5.1).
– pT > 0.6 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
– The number of track hits for the charged hadron > 7, the number of pixel
hits > 1, and the normalized χ2 < 5.0.
– |d0| < 0.2 cm and |dz| < 0.5 cm, with both measured with respect to the
primary vertex.
– The three charged hadrons must pass clusterization using the same tech-
nique as the Iterative Vertex Finder [44].
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– The charge sum of the three tracks is required to be the opposite of the
lepton.
– The kaon is identified as the sole track from the decay which has the same
sign as the lepton.
– The pion from the D∗ decay is required to have a pT less than the pion
from the D0 decay (slow pion).
– The primary vertex weight (equation (4.10)) for the kaon and pion < 0.5.
• Muons
– The muon must be a PFMuon, GlobalMuon, and TrackerMuon (Section
3.3).
– pT > 5.0 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
– The global track normalized χ2 < 10.0 and the number of muon detector
hits > 0.
– The inner track must have at least 5 layers with hits and at least 1 pixel
hit.
– There must be at least 2 matched stations.
Electrons must pass the selection given in Section 5.1. Finally, the D meson vertices
must have a vertex χ2 fit probability of > 0.01, while the B vertex must have a χ2 fit
probability > 0.001.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the resulting D0 and D∗ −D0 mass difference between
data and simulation. The simulation sample represented in these plots is the tt¯ sample
listed in Section 3.1. The background represented in the plots indicates reconstructed
B vertices in which the reconstructed lepton or charged hadrons are not appropriately
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identified using Monte Carlo truth. Figure 5.4 shows the B mass plots divided into
lepton pT bins of [5.0, 9.0], [9.0, 14.0], and [14.0, 20.0] GeV. These plots show good
agreement for the reconstructed B mass. The data and simulation histograms in
these plots are normalized to unit area, with the relative signal and background
contributions coming from simulation. Data and simulation agree reasonably well,
though slight shift in the central mass values between between the two point to small
discrepancies in how the simulation models the data.
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Figure 5.2: The D0 meson mass for electrons (left) and muons (right).
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Figure 5.3: The D∗−D0 meson mass difference for electrons (left) and muons (right).
To determine the number of observed B decays in data, RooFit [45] is used to
find the relative signal and background contributions to the B mass distribution.
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Figure 5.4: The B meson mass for electrons (left) and muons (right) in lepton pT
bins of [5.0, 9.0] (top), [9.0, 14.0] (middle), and [14.0, 20.0] GeV (bottom).
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The signal is formed by using the RooKeysPdf class, which constructs the shape by
using kernel estimation [46]. The signal mass shape is obtained from simulation. The
background mass distribution is modeled using a gamma distribution, which has the
functional form
f(x;µ, γ, β) =
1
Γ(γ)βγ
(x− µ)γ−1 exp
(
−x− µ
β
)
, (5.6)
with β being the scale parameter, γ the shape parameter, µ the location parameter,
and Γ(γ) is the gamma function
Γ(γ) =
∫ ∞
0
tγ−1 exp (−t) dt. (5.7)
This distribution was chosen because it characterizes the low mass peak, but long
tail, of the background quite well. The fits are performed in lepton pT bins of [5.0,
9.0], [9.0, 14.0], and [14.0, 20.0] GeV using an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The
resulting fits are shown in Figures 5.5 - 5.7. Table 5.1 shows the outcome of the fit,
and the number of observed B decays for each lepton in each pT bin.
As a test to determine how well the soft electron reconstruction efficiency can
be estimated, the method is applied to the tt¯ simulation sample listed in Table 3.1.
The simulation sample contains the Monte Carlo truth information regarding what
particles are produced and how, allowing for the calculation of the reconstruction
efficiency of electrons and muons from B decay from simulation. The muon recon-
struction efficiency and the B meson decay fits can be used in Equation (5.5) to
estimate the electron reconstruction efficiency and see how it compares to the actual
value. The result is shown in Figure 5.8. The agreement between the estimated and
actual electron reconstruction efficiencies is quite good, showing that the method can
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Figure 5.5: The B meson mass fit for electrons (top) and muons (bottom) in lepton pT
bins of [5.0, 9.0] GeV. Each subplot shows the kernel estimated signal pdf compared
to simulation signal (left), the resulting gamma distribution fit from data compared
to simulation background (middle), and the total fit in data (right). The total fit is
shown as the solid blue line, the background contribution as the dotted blue line, and
the signal contribution as the dotted red line.
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Figure 5.6: The B meson mass fit for electrons (top) and muons (bottom) in lepton pT
bins of [9.0, 14.0] GeV. Each subplot shows the kernel estimated signal pdf compared
to simulation signal (left), the resulting gamma distribution fit from data compared
to simulation background (middle), and the total fit in data (right). The total fit is
shown as the solid blue line, the background contribution as the dotted blue line, and
the signal contribution as the dotted red line.
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Figure 5.7: The B meson mass fit for electrons (top) and muons (bottom) in lepton pT
bins of [14.0, 20.0] GeV. Each subplot shows the kernel estimated signal pdf compared
to simulation signal (left), the resulting gamma distribution fit from data compared
to simulation background (middle), and the total fit in data (right). The total fit is
shown as the solid blue line, the background contribution as the dotted blue line, and
the signal contribution as the dotted red line.
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be a useful tool for determining the soft electron reconstruction efficiency.
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Figure 5.8: The muon (blue points) and electron reconstruction efficiency (both es-
timated (red points) and actual (black points)), in the tt¯ simulation sample, as a
function of lepton pT (top) and |η| (bottom).
Next, the muon reconstruction efficiency is measured in both data and simulation.
To do this, the tag and probe method is used, which pairs a loosely selected object
(probe) with a tightly selected muon (tag). The tag/probe pair is required to form a
mass resonance to ensure that the probe is a muon. A set of selection cuts are then
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applied to the probe, and the selection efficiency is calculated using
TP =
Number of probes passing selection
Total number of probes
(5.8)
The official CMS tag and probe package [47] is used. The efficiency is measured in
three components:
• The muon track reconstruction efficiency (standalone muon is the probe).
• The track-to-GlobalMuon reconstruction efficiency.
• The muon ID efficiency.
For each component, the J/ψ resonance (mJ/ψ = 3.096 GeV [2]) is used. To count
the number of events in resonance against those that are background, RooFit [45]
is used to perform the unbinned maximum likelihood fits. The signal resonance is
modeled using the single-sided Crystal Ball function, which has the functional form
f(x;µ, σ, α, n) = N

A(α,n)
(B(α,n)−u(x,µ,σ))n , u(x, µ, σ) < −α,
exp
(
−u2(x,µ,σ)
2
)
, u(x, µ, σ) ≥ −α,
A(α, n) =
(n
α
)n
exp
(
−α
2
2
)
,
B(α, n) =
n
α
− α,
u(x, µ, σ) =
x− µ
σ
.
(5.9)
The background is fit with a second order Chebyshev polynomial:
f(x; c0, c1, c2) = 1 + c0 + c1x+ c2(2x
2 − 1). (5.10)
The Crystal Ball function is useful for describing peaks affected by energy loss in the
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reconstruction [48], while Chebyshev polynomials are useful in modeling continuous
background distributions [45].The fits are performed in probe pT bins equivalent to
those used for the B mass fits. Figures 5.9 - 5.19 show the resulting fits and efficiencies
for each of the three efficiency components for data and simulation. Figure 5.20
shows the total efficiency, which is the product of the efficiency components, and the
data/simulation scale factor. The scale factor is fit with a constant term, with the
result being 0.9974±0.0283. This is used to correct the ratio calculation in simulation
to ensure that differences between data and simulation are due solely to the electron
reconstruction.
Finally to find the data/simulation factor for electrons, the electron/muon effi-
ciency ratio is calculated by using the two fractions in equation (5.5) and moving the
muon efficiency to the left hand side of the equation. The simulation calculation is
corrected using the data/simulation scale factor previously found above for muons.
The resulting ratios and scale factor, fitted with a constant term, are shown in Figure
5.21. The electron data/mc scale factor is found to be 1.028 ± 0.081, which is very
comparable to scale factors obtained for the other b-taggers discussed in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, which range from 0.87 − 1.01 in value and 0.01 − 0.07 in uncertainty [49].
This scale factor is used to correct the soft electron tagging efficiency found using the
tt¯ simulation sample.
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Figure 5.9: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the muon tracking efficiency in data
(top) and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [5.0, 9.0] GeV. Solid lines show the
total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.10: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the muon tracking efficiency in data
(top) and (simulation) for the probe pT of [9.0, 14.0] GeV. Solid lines show the total
fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.11: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the muon tracking efficiency in data
(top) and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [14.0, 20.0] GeV. Solid lines show
the total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.12: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the track-to-GlobalMuon efficiency in
data (top) and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [5.0, 9.0] GeV. Solid lines
show the total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.13: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the track-to-GlobalMuon efficiency in
data (top) and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [9.0, 14.0] GeV. Solid lines
show the total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.14: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the track-to-GlobalMuon efficiency in
data (top) and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [14.0, 20.0] GeV. Solid lines
show the total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.15: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the muon ID efficiency in data (top)
and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [5.0, 9.0] GeV. Solid lines show the total
fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.16: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the muon ID efficiency in data (top)
and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [9.0, 14.0] GeV. Solid lines show the
total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.17: Resulting fits and efficiencies for the muon ID efficiency in data (top)
and simulation (bottom) for the probe pT of [14.0, 20.0] GeV. Solid lines show the
total fit, while dashed lines show the background contribution.
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Figure 5.18: The efficiency results in data for the muon tracking efficiency (top left),
track-to-Global Muon efficiency (top right), and Global muon ID efficiency (bottom)
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Figure 5.19: The efficiency results in simulation for the muon tracking efficiency
(top left), track-to-Global Muon efficiency (top right), and Global muon ID efficiency
(bottom)
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Figure 5.20: The total muon reconstruction and ID efficiency for data (top left) and
simulation (top right), and the resulting data/simulation scale factor with constant
fit (bottom).
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resulting scale factor, fitted with a constant term (right).
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Chapter 6
Cross Section
In particle physics, the cross section is the probability for a given interaction to occur.
The number of events produced for a process is the cross section times the luminos-
ity (Equation (2.1)). Cross sections are useful in determining the relative rates of
interactions and for tests of the Standard Model, since any significant disagreement
from the theoretical Standard Model cross section points to new physics sources, or
can point to new physics by providing a measurement of couplings to other particles.
Thus, the measurement of cross sections is important in testing the Standard Model.
Cross section measurements are also necessary for determining the background contri-
bution of a process to new physics sources. This chapter will outline the components
necessary for measuring a cross section, how these components are determined, and
the resulting systematic uncertainties.
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6.1 Equation and Inputs to Cross Section
The equation to empirically calculate the cross section for a given process is
σ =
NTotal −NBkg
A ∗  ∗ LInt . (6.1)
NTotal is the total number of events which survive selection cuts, and will be the total
of signal and background events. NBkg is the estimated number of background events
which survive selection cuts. A is the acceptance, which is the fraction of signal
events that one expects to observe, given the geometric and kinematic constraints of
the detector. Acceptance is calculated completely from simulation. The quantity  is
the selection efficiency of those events which fall within the acceptance. Finally, LInt
is the integrated luminosity over which the NTotal number of events was collected.
6.2 Event Selection
This analysis reexamines the top quark pair production cross section in the muon +
jets final state, with the novel use of soft electrons to tag bottom quark jets at CMS.
Since events containing a pair of top quarks will contain two jets from bottom quarks
in the final state, one of the final state jets is required to have an electron. This
section will outline the event selection criteria and the resulting selection efficiency.
6.2.1 Selection Criteria
Each event must come from a centrally certified list of good runs and luminosity
sections, in which all detector systems were running, and the CMS detector was
operating correctly. In addition, the HLT IsoMu24 eta2p1 trigger must be passed,
which requires at least one isolated muon with pT > 24 GeV and |η| < 2.1. The
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event must also have a valid primary vertex with at least four degrees of freedom
(a measure of the number of tracks compatible with having come from the primary
vertex), and both a longitudinal distance less than 24 cm and a transverse distance
less than 2 cm, both measured with respect to the detector origin. In addition, each
event must pass the following filters to ensure it is of good quality.
• HCAL Noise filter to ensure the event is not triggered due to HCAL noise and
that no object is reconstructed with this noise.
• A beam halo filter to ensure the particle contribution due to beam halo is not
excessive.
• A filter which checks if the HCAL calibration laser was spuriously firing during
the event.
• A filter which removes events due to beam scraping by ensuring 25% of recon-
structed tracks are high purity tracks.
Requirements are also placed on the reconstructed objects within the event. There
must be exactly one muon which passes the following criteria.
• It must be a muon which is reconstructed from the Global Muon method and
is selected from the particle flow reconstruction (Section 3.3).
• It must have pT > 26 GeV and |η| < 2.1.
• The normalized χ2 for the global track must be less than ten.
• The global track must have at least one valid hit in the muon detector and have
at least one matched station.
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• The track must have hits in more than five silicon tracker layers and have at
least one pixel detector hit.
• The d0 of the track with respect to the primary vertex must be less than 0.02
cm.
• The dz of the track with respect to the primary vertex must be less than 0.5
cm.
• The total pT (corrected for pileup) of particles within ∆R < 0.4 of the muon,
divided by the muon pT , must be less than 0.12.
To reduce the Drell-Yan background (Section 6.3.2), there must be no additional
muon which satisfies the following requirements.
• A muon which is reconstructed using the Global Muon or Tracker Muon recon-
struction methods and is selected from the particle flow reconstruction (Section
3.3).
• The muon has pT > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
• The total pT (corrected for pileup) of particles within ∆R < 0.4 of the muon,
divided by the muon pT , is less than 0.2.
To reduce contributions from various dilepton background sources, the event must
not have an isolated electron which fulfills the given criteria.
• It is an electron which is reconstructed using the particle flow method (Section
3.4).
• The electron has pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
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• The total pT (corrected for pileup) of particles within ∆R < 0.3 of the electron,
divided by the muon pT , is less than 0.2.
Jets in the event are reconstructed as specified in Section 3.5. Isolated muons
and electrons are removed from the set of particles used to reconstruct jets, as well
as particles from pileup sources. Additionally, jet energy corrections are applied to
account for detector response as a function of both jet pT and η. There must be at
least three jets in the event which pass the following selection.
• Jet pT > 35 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
• The jet must be composed of more than one particle and at least one of these
particles must be charged, if the jet is within |η| < 2.4.
• The fraction of jet energy due to neutral hadrons must be < 0.99.
• The fraction of jet energy due to neutral EM particles must be < 0.99.
• The fraction of jet energy due to charged EM particles must be < 0.99, if the
jet is within |η| < 2.4.
• The fraction of jet energy due to charged hadrons must be > 0, if the jet is
within |η| < 2.4.
Finally, at least one of the jets selected with the above criteria must have a soft
electron, selected as described in Section 5.1, within ∆R < 0.4.
6.2.2 Acceptance and Selection Efficiency
The acceptance and selection efficiency are calculated using Monte Carlo truth infor-
mation from the tt¯ sample listed in Section 3.1. The selection efficiency is factorized
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into the pre-tag and post-tag selection efficiencies. The acceptance times pre-tag se-
lection efficiency is calculated by dividing the number of events which pass the pre-tag
selection by the total number of events generated in the tt¯ sample. This comes to
5.45±0.00858%. This value is further corrected by a data-to-simulation scale factor to
account for differences in the muon reconstruction, id, and HLT selection efficiencies,
which is 0.998 ± 0.0014 (stat) ±0.056 (syst) [50]. The post-tag selection efficiency
is found in simulation by taking the number of tt¯ events passing the soft electron
tagging cut and dividing by the number of events which pass the pre-tag selection.
This number is corrected by the scale factor which is found in Section 5.2.
6.3 Background Estimation
6.3.1 W Boson + Jets Background
W boson + jet production (Fig. 6.1) is the largest background to top pair production
due to its relatively large cross section and both final states contain a W boson
decaying leptonically with jets. Due to the size of the background and the difficulty
to estimate it from theory, it is preferable to have a data-driven manner to estimate
the contribution of the background to the signal region, rather than having to rely
on simulation.
Fortunately, it is possible to estimate the W + jet background due to how W
bosons are produced in collision versus how they are produced in top decay. The LHC
is a proton-proton collider, with a proton having the valence quark configuration of
two up quarks and one down quark. Due to the asymmetry in the number of up
quarks to down quarks in protons, collisions will produce more W+ bosons than W−,
since ud¯ → W+, while u¯d → W− [51]. Top quark pair production creates W+ and
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Figure 6.1: Example Feynman diagrams for W + Jet production.
W− in equal numbers. Therefore, this W boson production asymmetry can be used
to estimate the W + jets background.
The asymmetry can be calculated by counting the muons produced in the final
state. W + jets will have more µ+ than µ−, while top pair events will produce µ+
and µ− in equal numbers. Muons from other background sources will also produce
the positive and negative variety in equal numbers, hence the only source of the
asymmetry is due to W production. Using the number of µ+ and µ− produced in W
+ jet events, the asymmetry is represented as
AW =
NW+Jetsµ+ −NW+Jetsµ−
NW+Jetsµ+ +N
W+Jets
µ−
. (6.2)
Since W + jets is the only source of muon charge asymmetry, NW+Jetsµ+ −NW+Jetsµ− =
NTotalµ+ −NTotalµ− , while the denominator NW+Jetsµ+ +NW+Jetsµ− = NW+JetsTotal . Thus, Equation
(6.2) can be rewritten as
NW+JetsTotal =
NTotalµ+ −NTotalµ−
AW
, (6.3)
= RW (N
Total
µ+ −NTotalµ− ), (6.4)
with RW = A
−1
W . Estimating the number of W + jet events requires knowing the
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total number of µ+ and µ− events in data and the W boson production asymmetry.
Lacking an experimental determination of the W boson production asymmetry,
it may be estimated using a mix of simulation and data. If one assumes the ratio of
asymmetries for different jet bins of W production is the same for data and simulation,
the relationship
RMC(NJets = i)
RMC(NJets = 0)
=
RData(NJets = i)
RData(NJets = 0)
(6.5)
may be written. With some algebraic manipulation, this becomes
RData(NJets = i) =
RMC(NJets = i)
RMC(NJets = 0)
RData(NJets = 0). (6.6)
Thus, determining the asymmetry in the higher jet bins in data requires finding the
asymmetry in the 0−jet bin. To do this, contributions from other sources must be
subtracted from the 0−jet bin in data using the methods described in the subsequent
sections. The contribution from top pair production is estimated using simulation.
Once the non-W production contributions are removed, R may be calculated for the
0−jet bin by taking the reciprocal of Equation (6.2) and assuming the remainder
of events is completely W + jets. Equation (6.6) is then used to propagate the
asymmetry estimate to the higher jet bins in data. These propagated asymmetry
values are then used with Equation (6.4) and the difference in number of µ+ and µ−
events in data to estimate the total number of W + jets events in the corresponding
jet multiplicity bin. Figure 6.2 shows the value of R versus the number of jets in
data. The trend in R versus the jet multiplicity is due to relative changes in the W +
jet production subprocess contribution (quark-quark vs quark-gluon vs gluon-gluon
interactions) for different jet bins [51]. Figure 6.3 shows how the pre-tag estimate in
data compares to Monte Carlo truth.
To estimate the post-tagged W + jets contribution, the charge asymmetry is again
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Figure 6.3: W + Jets pre-tag estimate vs Monte Carlo truth normalized to 11.6 fb−1
.
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used with the assumption that the asymmetry does not affect the tag rate. Once the
tag requirement has been applied to the dataset, the number of tagged events with
µ− is subtracted from the number of tagged events with µ+. If the asymmetry does
not affect the W + jets tag rate, then the remaining events after subtraction should
be pure tagged W + jet events. The tag rate, τ , is then estimated using the equation
τ =
Npost−tagµ+ −Npost−tagµ−
Npre−tagµ+ −Npre−tagµ−
. (6.7)
This provides a purely data-driven method of estimating the W + jets post-tag esti-
mate. The tag rate versus jet multiplicity is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: W + Jet tag rate versus jet multiplicity.
6.3.2 Drell-Yan Production + Jets Background
Drell-Yan + Jets (Fig. 6.5) are the class of events which have the hadronic production
of dileptons through a real or virtual Z boson or a virtual photon and jets [6]. This
is a potential background through both dimuon production, where one of the muons
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Figure 6.5: Example Feynman diagrams for Drell-Yan + Jets production.
W ∗
q1
q2
t
b
Figure 6.6: Example Feynman diagram for single top s-channel production.
is high pT and highly isolated, and through ditau production, where the taus decay
to a muon and an electron, which can fake the electron tag if it is near a jet. The
contribution of this process to the background is estimated using simulation.
6.3.3 Single Top Background
Single Top production may occur at hadron colliders in three ways [52]:
• s-channel: the production of a time-like W boson which decays to a top-bottom
quark pair (Fig. 6.6).
• t-channel: the fusing of a space-like W boson with a bottom quark to produce
a single top quark (Fig. 6.7).
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Figure 6.7: Example Feynman diagrams for single top t-channel production.
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Figure 6.8: Example Feynman diagrams for single top tW-channel production.
• tW-channel: a bottom quark radiates a real W boson and produces a top quark
as a result (Fig. 6.8).
Contributions from each channel are expected to be quite small compared to signal,
and are estimated using simulation.
6.3.4 Diboson Background
Diboson background (Fig. 6.9) involves the production of a diboson (WW, WZ, or
ZZ) pair with one of the bosons decaying leptonically and the other hadronically. The
contribution of this background is expected to be quite small compared to signal, and
is estimated using simulation.
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Figure 6.9: Leading order Feynman diagrams for diboson production (V, V1,2 =
W,Z, γ).
6.3.5 QCD Multijet Background
QCD background is the multijet background which is not classified under the pre-
viously discussed categories and is typified by the production of jets through QCD
processes. The required presence of a muon in the final state implies these events are
due to heavy flavor jet production, with at least one jet producing a high pT muon.
Though this muon will typically be non-isolated, there will still be some contribution
to the signal region that must be accounted for. Fortunately, the QCD background
can be estimated in a completely data-driven manner.
The method used in this analysis is called the ABCD method. This method
estimates the number of QCD events in the signal region by using event counts in
QCD-dominated regions. The method requires creating a two-dimensional space using
uncorrelated variables, v1 and v2, which characterize the signal and QCD background
events in such a way to allow for the splitting of the (v1, v2) space into four distinct
regions called signal region A and QCD-dominated regions B, C, and D. Ideally, re-
gions B, C and D will contain purely QCD, while the signal and non-QCD background
processes will reside only in region A (Fig. 6.10). The method works by assuming
region C is a template for the behavior in region A, and that regions B and D provide
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Figure 6.10: A representation of regions A, B, C, and D in (v1, v2) space.
the appropriate scaling to go from C to A. If the variables v1 and v2 are uncorrelated
for QCD events, it must be true that
NQCDA
NQCDC
=
NQCDB
NQCDD
or
NQCDA
NQCDB
=
NQCDC
NQCDD
. (6.8)
In other words, the ratio of the number of events in adjacent regions should be
equivalent when moving along the v1 or v2 axis. Combining these two notions gives
the equation for estimating the number of QCD events in region A:
NQCDA =
NB
ND
NC , (6.9)
with the Ni representing the number of QCD events in regions A, B, C, and D. Since
B, C, and D are assumed to be pure QCD, the QCD superscript is dropped. Thus,
estimating the QCD contribution to region A simply requires counting the number
of events in the non-signal regions.
This method can be modified slightly to allow for the calculation of systematic
uncertainties. This is done by introducing additional, QCD-dominated regions, E
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and F (Fig. 6.11). The relationship between regions E and F is treated in the same
manner as regions A and C. Modifying equation (6.9) appropriately, the relation
1 =
NBNF
NDNE
(6.10)
is obtained. Any deviation from 1 in calculating the result of equation (6.10) is treated
as a systematic uncertainty. The subject of QCD background systematics is discussed
again in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6.11: A representation of regions A, B, C, D, E, and F in (v1, v2) space.
For this analysis, the relative isolation of the primary muon, defined as the total
pT (corrected for pileup) of particles within ∆R < 0.4 of the muon divided by the
muon pT , and the primary muon |d0| with respect to the beamspot are used to create
the two-dimensional space. The signal is expected to have very isolated muons close
to the beamspot, while QCD may have non-isolated muons or muons some distance
away from the beamspot due to long-lived decays. Using the QCD simulation sample
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mentioned in Section 3.1, the boundaries were chosen for the ABCD regions such that
the value obtained using equation (6.9) was closest to the true value of QCD events
in the signal region (Fig. 6.12).
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Figure 6.12: The ABCD regions, with systematic regions E and F, shown for the
0-Jet bin for both simulation (left) and data (right).
Estimates for the QCD background in the signal region are shown in Table 6.1 for
the datasets listed in Section 3.1 with 11.6 fb−1 in the pre-tag case. For comparison,
a similar table is shown using the simulation sample in Table 6.2.
Table 6.1: QCD background estimate for the pre-tag case in the signal region for
11.6 fb−1 of data. Numbers listed under NA,MC are taken from the QCD simulation
sample and scaled to the data luminosity. Percentage errors listed are statistical
uncertainties. Uncertainties for NB,C,D are Poisson uncertainties (not shown).
Bin NB NC ND NA,Calc NA,MC
0-Jet 719052 20684 6882 2161130± 1.4% 1253340± 1.1%
1-Jet 1456420 22774 51761 640800± 1.0% 486983± 0.7%
2-Jet 918251 4991 68215 67185± 1.5% 70389± 1.5%
≥ 3-Jet 167521 888 13169 11296± 3.5% 10762± 3.4%
To obtain the QCD estimate in the post-tag case, region C is used to estimate the
tag rate in region A by dividing the number of tagged events by the total number of
events in region C. The number of QCD events in the post-tag signal region is taken
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Table 6.2: QCD background estimate for the pre-tag case in the QCD simulation
sample. Numbers listed under NA,True are the actual number of QCD events in the
signal region. Percentage errors listed are statistical uncertainties. Uncertainties for
NB,C,D are Poisson uncertainties (not shown).
Bin NB NC ND NA,Calc NA,True
0-Jet 9196 350 187 17236± 9.1% 17254
1-Jet 27357 344 1405 6697± 6% 8159
2-Jet 20502 76 1617 968± 12% 1027
≥ 3-Jet 3382 12 282 148± 29% 162
to be the product of the number of pre-tag QCD events in region A and the tag rate
in region C. Table 6.3 shows the tag rate in region C and the estimated number of
QCD events in the signal region in data, compared with the actual number of tags in
QCD simulation.
Table 6.3: The post-tag QCD estimate, compared with the true number of tags in
QCD simulation. Percent errors given are the statistical errors.
Bin Region C Tag Rate NA,Calc NA,MC
1-Jet 0.043± 0.001 27554± 3% 22496± 0.6%
2-Jet 0.083± 0.004 5576± 5% 5599± 1.3%
≥ 3-Jet 0.15± 0.01 1694± 8% 1600± 2.5%
6.4 Systematic Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties are distinct from statistical uncertainties, which occur due to
the random nature of the process being measured. Systematic uncertainties are due to
biases in how a quantity is measured. These biases can be introduced through the use
of calculated quantities which carry some uncertainty themselves, assumptions that
are made in making calculations, uncertainties in simulation models used, among
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other sources. This section describes the sources of systematic uncertainty in this
analysis and how their effect is estimated.
6.4.1 Background Systematics
To estimate the pre-tag systematic uncertainty for the W + Jets estimate, Equation
(6.6) can be rewritten as
∆NTotal,Data+,− (NJets = i) =
∆NTotal,MC+,− (NJets = i)
∆NTotal,MC+,− (NJets = 0)
∆NTotal,Data+,− (NJets = 0), (6.11)
with ∆NTotal+,− = N
Total
µ+ − NTotalµ− . The calculated value for ∆NTotal+,− in data can be
compared to the actual value, since the only source of muon charge asymmetry in
data should be due to W + Jets production. The largest difference between the
calculated and actual values of ∆NTotal+,− is taken as a systematic uncertainty, which
is 2.2 %. Figure 6.13 shows the comparison between the calculated and actual values
of ∆NTotal+,− . Systematic uncertainties due to QCD and other background estimates in
the 0-jet bin must also be included in the pre-tag uncertainty.
To obtain the post-tag W + Jet systematic uncertainty, the method for deter-
mining the tag rate in data, discussed in Section 6.3.1, is applied in simulation and
compared to the true tag rate. The largest difference between the estimated and
Monte Carlo truth tag rate is taken as a systematic uncertainty, which is 6.7 %. Fig-
ure 6.14 shows the comparison between the calculated and Monte Carlo truth tag
rate.
The systematic uncertainty for the pre-tag QCD estimate is calculated as de-
scribed in Section 6.3.5. For the post-tag estimate, an additional systematic uncer-
tainty is taken on the tag rate estimate in region C. The tag rates for regions E and F
are calculated and compared and the difference is taken as a systematic uncertainty,
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of calculated to actual ∆NTotal+,− in data.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the estimated and Monte Carlo truth tag rates.
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assuming the same level of discrepancy for regions A and C. The total systematic
uncertainty for the QCD estimate in the post-tag case is then calculated using prop-
agation of errors. Table 6.4 lists all systematic uncertainties related to the QCD
estimate. Though these uncertainties appear large, the effect on the cross section is
small, due to the relatively small size of the background, as shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.4: Systematic uncertainties in the QCD background estimate.
Bin Pre-Tag Sys Unc. Tag Rate Sys. Unc. Post-Tag Sys. Unc.
0-Jet 60 % 0 % 60 %
1-Jet 48 % 21 % 52 %
2-Jet 38 % 4.5 % 38 %
≥ 3-Jet 58 % 16 % 60 %
Uncertainties for the single top and diboson samples are estimated by scaling their
respective normalization by ±30%. Uncertainty in the Drell-Yan + Jets samples are
estimated by using the Q2 and matrix element to parton shower matching threshold
samples listed in Section 3.1.
6.4.2 Luminosity
The uncertainty on the luminosity calculation is provided by the CMS Luminosity
group, and is taken to be 4.5 % [50].
6.4.3 Soft Electron Tagging Efficiency
The uncertainty on the data-to-simulation scale factor used to corrected the post-tag
selection efficiency is taken as a systematic uncertainty, which is 7.88 %. See Chapter
5.2 for details.
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6.4.4 Event Generation
Event generation systematics cover uncertainties due to the Q2 factorization scale,
matrix element to parton shower matching threshold, and parton distribution function
(pdf) uncertainties. To estimate the effects of the Q2 scale and matching thresholds,
special samples mentioned in Section 3.1 are used to determine the effect on the
acceptance and selection efficiency.
The pdf uncertainties require individually varying the 22 input parameters of the
CTEQ 6.6 pdfs used in the event generator up and down to determine their effect on
the cross section [53]. This is done by determining 44 weights (2 per pdf parameter)
to use for reweighing events used in the analysis. The effects of each weight (up or
down) are added in quadrature to get the total pdf uncertainty.
6.4.5 Jet Systematics
Additional uncertainties must be applied for both the jet energy scale (JES) and
resolution (JER). JES is the correction applied to jet energies to account for detector
response as a function of pT and η. The correction is thought to move the jet’s
measured energy to its “true” value. However, since the correction factors must
be measured themselves, there is some uncertainty in these factors that must be
accounted for in analyses which use them. To do this, the correction factor per jet
is scaled up and down by the respective uncertainty. The resulting differences in the
final cross section are taken as a systematic uncertainty.
JER accounts for differences in energy resolution between data and simulation.
To give simulation the same energy resolution as data, jet energies in Monte Carlo
are smeared using factors that depend on the jet |η|. To determine the JER uncer-
tainty, the jets are resmeared by scaling the |η|-dependent factors up or down by their
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respective uncertainties, and the cross section is recalculated. Any difference is taken
as a systematic uncertainty.
6.4.6 Pileup
To account for uncertainty in the pileup reweighing of simulated events to match
the pileup profile of data, the minimum bias cross section used to calculate the data
profile is shifted up and down by ±5%. The effect of the up/down pileup reweightings
on the tt¯ calculated cross section is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
6.4.7 Total
The itemized list of systematic uncertainties and the total uncertainty on the tt¯ cross
section is listed in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Systematic uncertainties on the measured tt¯ cross section.
Quantity δσtt¯ Uncertainty (pb) δσtt¯ Uncertainty (%)
QCD Estimate +4.3 -6.4 +1.9 -2.8
QCD Estimate (W + Jets) +3.7 -3.4 +1.6 -1.5
W + Jets +9.4 -9.2 +4.1 -4.0
DY + Jets +4.4 -7.8 +1.9 -3.4
Other Bkg ±5.6 ±2.4
Tagging Efficiency ±18.0 ±7.9
Muon Scale Factor ±11.7 ±5.1
Q2 Scale +5.2 -6.5 +2.3 -2.9
ME-PS Matching +2.5 -3.0 +1.1 -1.3
PDF ±0.94 ±0.41
JES +9.6 -4.5 +4.2 -2.0
JER +2.5 -0.8 +1.1 -0.4
Pileup +1.2 -1.8 +0.5 -0.8
Total +27.7 -27.8 +12.1 -12.2
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6.5 Result
Table 6.6 shows the cut flow results for the data and simulation samples when all
but the jet multiplicity and tagging cuts in Section 6.2.1 are applied. Data-driven
estimates are not used in Table 6.6, since these rely on the preselection cuts to be
applied. Table 6.7 shows the cut flow results for the pre-tag and post-tag datasets.
Data-driven estimates are used where available. The agreement between data and
simulation is quite good, and any discrepancy is covered by systematic uncertainties.
Figure 6.15 shows the jet multiplicity for the pre-tag and post-tag events after
all selection cuts are applied. The QCD and W + Jet contributions represent the
calculated estimates discussed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.5. All other contributions
are the Monte Carlo predicted contributions, when normalized using their respective
cross sections and the total data luminosity. The hashed region in each bin reflects
the total systematic uncertainty due to the background estimates. There is very good
agreement in the signal-free bins, showing that the background estimation methods
used are quite good at predicting their respective contributions to the total data. The
signal bin shows clear evidence of tt¯ events, as does Figure 5.1, which was made with
the signal selection.
The measured tt¯ cross section using soft electron tagging at
√
s = 8 TeV is
σtt¯ = 228.9± 4.8 (stat) +27.7−27.8 (syst.)± 10.1 (lumi) pb,
which is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction given in Table 1.4 [14].
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Figure 6.15: Jet Multiplicity for pre-tag (top) and post-tag (bottom) events after
selection. Contributions are represented by calculated estimates where applicable.
The hashed region is the total background estimate systematic uncertainty.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This document describes the measurement of the tt¯ production cross section at
√
s = 8
TeV at CMS using soft electron tagging. The measurement was performed in the
muon + jet final state with 11.6 fb−1 of data. To estimate the W + Jets background,
which is the most dominant background, the asymmetry in the production of W+
over W− at the LHC was used. The asymmetry method shows good agreement
to simulation. The QCD background was estimated using the ABCD method. All
other background estimates are obtained with Monte Carlo samples and theoretical
cross sections. The measured cross section is in good agreement with two different
theoretical predictions.
This analysis is the first instance in which soft electron tagging has been success-
fully used at CMS. Despite the many obstacles which were overcome, the resulting
good agreement of the final measurement shows soft electron tagging has viability in
future analyses. The demonstrated performance allows for the use of soft electrons
to repeat analyses which used soft muons, such as the measurement of the top quark
charge [41]. The use of both soft muons and soft electrons in an analysis would also
provide increased statistics, and a built-in cross check of results, since tagging with
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soft muons and soft electrons would provide two greatly orthogonal datasets. Most
importantly, this analysis shows that soft electrons are an additional b-tagging tool,
which can be used or included in other more robust b-taggers, such as multivariate
taggers.
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